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Sol ute Transport During the Cycl i c  Oxidation of N f  -Cr-Al Alloys 
by James A.  Nesbitt 
Mi chi gan ~echnol ogi cal University 
Houghton, Mi chi gan 
INTRODUCTION 
Most superall oys require protective surface coatings t o  achieve practical 
component 1 ives i n  h i  gh-temperature, oxidizing, and corrosive environments. 
Continued advances i n  the high-temperature mechanical properties of Ni and Co 
based superal loys have increased thei r possible operating temperature t o  1200°C 
(1). Ni o r  Co alone do not form oxides capable of surface protection a t  the 
elevated temperatures ( 2 ) .  In the past ,  many superal loys contained suf f ic ien t  
quant i t ies  of Cr to  provide protective CrpOg oxide scales whereas the recent 
advances in the mechanical properties have come mainly a t  the expense of the 
Cr content ( 3 ) .  The resu l t  has been an increase i n  the s t ructural  s t a b i l i t y  
of superall oys while the surface s tabi  1 i t y  has decreased ( 2 ) .  
Protective coatings are generally of two types, aluminide diffusion 
coatings and overlay coatings. Currently, the most promising over1 ay coatings 
a re  alloys i n  the NiCrAl and CoCrAl systems (1). Bcth coating types provide 
high-temperature oxidation protection by the select ive oxidation of A1 . 
a-A1203, the high-temperature oxide phase, allows minimal transport  of A1 3+ 
and 0'- ions, thereby providing suf f ic ien t  oxide protection between the metal 
and the environment. In general, the most important requirements fo r  protec- 
t ive  coatings fo r  gas turbine superalloys a re  (1) : 
1. resistance t o  oxidation accompanied by thermal cycling, 
2. resistance t o  thermal fatigue cracking, and 
3. resistance t o  hot corrosion ( fo r  spec i f ic  appl ications and envi ron- 
ments) . 
The bulk of th i s  report will deal w i t h  resistance to oxidation accompanied 
by thermal cycling. The resistance t o  thermal fatigue cracking will be br ief ly  
discussed below. The resistance t o  hot corrosion will not be considered. 
The ma1 Fati gue 
Thermal fatigue resu l t s  from mechanical s t r a ins  induced in superal loy 
components undergoing thermal cycling. Many superalloy applications,  such as 
jet engine turbine components, en ta i l  thermal cycling during normal use. The 
danger of thermal fatigue i s  component cracking, especial ly  in b r i t t l e  surface 
coatings ( 4 ) .  The s t r a ins  are  typical ly  great enough t o  propagate cracks into 
the superall oy component (1) resul t ing in catastrophic f a i  1 ure. Hence, some 
duc t i l i t y  i s  required in protective coatings to  r e s i s t  thermal fat igue cracking. 
Two-phase overl ay coatings are  capable of greater ductil i  ty  than a1 uminide 
diffusion coatings. The surface phase of aluminide coatings i s  based on the 
intermetal 1 i c  NiAl (CoAl) phase. I t  i s  unfortunate tha t  the NiAl phase i s  
quite b r i t t l e  below approximately 700- 900°C depending on the exact A1 concen- 
t ra t ion  (3 ,4 ) .  For many advanced a i r f o i l  designs, thermal s t r a ins  can peak a t  
low temperatures, and b r i t t l e  ccatings can prove t o  be inadequate f o r  some 
appl ica t i  cns ( I  ) . I n  comparison, two-phase NiCrAl (CoCrAl ) overl ay coatings 
combine the oxidation resistance of the b r i t t l e  NiAl (CoAl) phase w i t h  the 
ductil i t y  of the Ni (Co) sol id  solution phase. Naturally, the d u c t i l i t y  of 
the two-phase s t ructure i s  dependent on the amount of the NiAl (CoA1) phase 
present. Therefore, two-phase overl ay coati ngs sacr i  f i  ce A1 content (1 ess 
NiAl phase) for  the required greater duc t i l i t y  (1). 
Oxidation Protection 
Oxide protection by overl ay coatings depends on the abil i t y  of the coating 
t o  supply continuously the A1 necessary for  ATZ03 formation and growth. When 
the A1203 oxide scale i s  adherent and in t ac t ,  the slow ionic t ransport  i n  the 
scale i s  the rate-controll ing s tep (5), thereby f ixing the overall r a t e  of A1 
consumption, The %onic t ransport ,  o r  diffusion, i n  the oxide scale  i s  depen- 
dent. on the d i f fus iv i t i e s  of the ions, the interface concentrations a t  the 
gas/oxi de and oxi de/metal boundaries, and the thickness of the oxide scale ( 6 ) .  
As the scale thickens, the ions must travel greater  distances, and the ra te  of 
A1 consumpti on decreases. 
Control of the oxidation rate by diffusion i n  the scale allows defini t ion 
of a specif ic  flux or delivery ra te  of Al, viz . ,  the requisi te  flux. The 
requisi te  flux i s  the specif ic  delivery rate  of A1 from the metal t o  the oxide 
requi red for  exclusive formation and continued growth of an A1 0 oxide scale.  t 2 3 
As so defined, the requisi te  flux i s  equal to  the ra te  of A 1  consumption ( 7 )  
as controlled by diffusion in the oxide scale and i s  therefore dependent on 
the oxide scale thickness. When the oxide scale i s  thin,  the requis i te  flux 
will be great ;  as the oxide scale thickens, the requisi te  flux will decrease. 
Oxide protection by the overlay coating i s  afforded when the f lux  of A1 from 
the coating substrate t o  the oxide scale i s  equal t o  the requisi te  flux. 
Overlay coatings when bonded to  superalloy substrates undergo loss  of A1 
by interdiffusion with the substrate (1,9) .  A1 diffusion into the superalloy 
substrate effect ively reduces the A1 content of the coating. The degree of 
interdiffusion will depend on the d i f fus iv i ty  of A1 in the superalloy substrate 
(9,10). If  the A1 d i f fus iv i ty  i s  high, more A1 can be l o s t  t o  the substrate  
than i s  consumed in the formation and growth of the A1203 oxide scale (11). 
As the A1 reserves in the coating are depleted, the coating will be unable to  
supply the requisi te  flux to  the oxide/coating interface,  and the coating may 
cease t o  provide adequate protection ( 1 0 , l l ) .  
The di ffusional processes involved with the oxidation of coated superal loys 
may be divided into two related studies:  the diffusional transport  of A1 t o  the 
oxi de/coati ng interface,  and the interdi  ffusion of A1 between the coating and 
 he requisi te  flux as defincd above i s  equivalent to  the ionic f lux 
designated S as used by Wagner (8)  and the "flux of A1 consumed due to  oxidation, 
A' 
' as discussed by P e t t i t  ( 7 ) .  Joxi de 
superal loy substrate .  This thes i s  will deal mainly w i t h  the  former study, viz., 
the diffusion of A1 to  the oxidelmetal interface,  specif ical ly  i n  two-phase 
Mi CrAl a1 1 oys . 
Thermal cycling of NiCrAl alloys resu l t s  in cracking and spal l ing of the 
protective A1203 oxide scale ( 1 2 ) .  The oxide cracking and spal 1 ing i s  a con- 
sequence of mismatch between the coeff ic ients  of thermal expansion of the oxide 
and the metal substrate (13,14).+ Since the requisi te  flux i s  greater  fo r  thin 
oxide sca les ,  the requisi te  f lux associated with oxide spal la t ion will be 
greater than i f  the oxide scale had remained adherent and in tac t .  As a r e su l t ,  
the rate  of A1 consumption wi 11 a lso  be greater  when cracking and spal l ing of 
the oxide scale occurs (3,15). The danger of a higher ra te  of A1 consumption 
i s  a more rapid depletion of the A1 reservoir in the two-phase region. When 
the alloy i s  unable t o  supply the requisi te  A1 f lux t o  the oxide/metal in te r -  
face,  the poorly protective oxides of Ni , Co, or  Cr will form (7,15). This 
fa i lure  of the protective oxide scale i s  commonly referred t o  as breakaway 
oxidation (6)  and occurs in many al loys where a reactive metal (as  Cr, S i ,  o r  
W1) i s  select ively oxidized t o  form a protective oxide scale  (16,17). 
The a b i l i t y  of the  al loy to  supply the requisi te  f lux i s  dependent on the 
solute d i f fus iv i ty  and the concentration gradients near the oxidelmetal in te r -  
face. The e f fec t  of the d i f fus iv i ty  and the bulk alloy composition (with 
regard t o  the  phase diagram) on the a b i l i t y  t o  supply the  requis i te  f lux in 
two-phase al loys can be i l l u s t r a t ed  most simply by reference t o  three theoret- 
ical  binary alloys.  Assume t h a t  a l l  three alloys form the same solute  oxide 
a t  the same ra te  so tha t  the amount of solute cansumed a t  any time will  be the  
same. For simp1 i c i t y ,  imagine the oxide t o  remain a t  a constant thickness 
'1, the remainder of t h i s  report, metai , metal substrate; a n d a l l o y  win - 
re fer  to  the  coating al loy unless otherwise specified. 
(as  resu l t s  from oxide volatization o r  spal la t ion occurring a t  the same ra te  
as oxide growth). Therefore, the requisi te  flux for  each al loy i s  constant 
and equal. 
For the f i r s t  alloy (al loy l ) ,  consider a s lab of a y + B ,  A - B  a l loy where 
6 i s  the B r ich solute phase, and y i s  the A r ich solvent phase. I f  a s lab  of 
alloy 1 is oxidized, B will diffuse t o  the oxide/metal interface where i t  i s  
oxidized, and a y layer depleted of the B phase will grow inward from the metal 
surface. A schematic drawing of the B concentration/distance prof i le  f o r  two 
oxidation times, t < t* and t = t*, i s  shown in Figures la and l b .  The i n i t i a l  
solute concentration, C o ,  and the maximum B so lubi l i ty  i n  the y phase, C Y ~ ¶  
a re  shown in a possible A - B phase diagram in Figure le .  For simplicity only, 
the B concentration profi les  in the near-surface y layer have been drawn as 
s t ra ight  l i nes .  The to ta l  amount of 0 consumed a f t e r  t*  hours can be deter- 
mined as the difference between the i n i t i a l  B concentration prof i le  and the B 
concentration profi le  a t  t = t*, indicated by the cross-hatched area in Figure 
l b .  
The B concentration gradients a t  t < t* and t = t* (Figures la  and l b )  are 
equal because a t  both times the alloy i s  supplying the constant requis i te  flux. 
Up t o  the time t = t*, as the width of the layer increased, the B concentration 
a t  the oxide/metal interface could decrease, maintaining a constant B concen- 
t ra t ion  gradient and supplying the constant requis i te  flux. B u t  a t  t =  t*, the 
B concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface has decreased t o  zero (Figure l b ) .  
As the y-layer width continued to  increase ( t  > t*), the B concentration gradient 
must decrease, a1 loy 1 would no longer be capable of supplying the requisi te  
flux, and the B oxide scale would f a i l  ; i .e . ,  oxides of the solvent A would 
begin t o  form. t 
' ~ a s i c  thermodynamic considerations show t h a t  the A oxides begin t o  form 
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Figure 1. Oxidation of  y+@ Binary Alloys 
A l l  a l l o y s  form the  sane s o l u t e  oxide a t  t h e  same r a t e .  a .  Alloy 
* * 
1, t<t (Co, C Dl ) ;  b. Alloy 1, f a i l i n g  a t  t=t 
Y 13 ' ( c o t  cyB # ; * 
c. Alloy 2 ,  not  f a i l i n g  a t  t=t (CO>CO, C yB, D l ) ;  d .  Alloy 3 ,  no t  
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f a i l i n g  a t  t=t (Co. C >C Dl) : ( c ross  hatched a r e a s  i n  b.c, and y13 ~ 1 3 '  
d  a r e  equa l ) .  
Figure  1 con t .  
Phase diagram fo r  A-B b ina ry  a l l o y s .  
Increasing the diffusivity enables alloy 1 t o  continue t o  supply the 
requisite flux and provide a protective B oxide scale for a longer time ( t  > t*). 
Doubl ing the diffusivity of alloy 1 would allow the B concentration gradient 
t o  be reduced by a ha1 f and yet s t i  11 supply the requisite flux. A t  t = t*, 
the y-layer width of alloy 1 with twice the diffusivity would be slightly 
greater t h a n  t h a t  shown in Figure % b y  b u t  the B concentration a t  the oxide/ 
metal interface would be significantly greater than zero (due to the lower 
concentration gradient). Hence, increasing the diffusivity increases the 
ability of an a1 loy t o  supply the requisite flux. The drawback t o  an increased 
diffusivity is  the rapid loss of solute from a coating t o  the metal substrate, 
more rapidly depleting the coating and possibly resulting in an earlier oxide 
scale failure ( t  < t*).  
The effect of the init ial  solute concentration on the solute flux can be 
i l l  ustrated by considering a second y + B a1 loy (a1 loy 2 )  with a greater B 
content (c; > Co; D, CyB same as alloy I) oxidized for t* hours. The resulting 
B concentration/distance profile i s  shown in Figure lc. Since the amount of B 
consumd i s  controlled by the requisite flux of the oxide scale, b o t h  alloys 1 
and 2 have equal concentration gradients in the y layer and also have lost  the 
same amount of B a t  t = t *  (the cross-hatched areas in Figures l b  and lc  are 
equal ). Since c2, the y-layer width in alloy 2 ,  i s  less t h a n  the y-layer 
width in alloy 1, the B concentration a t  the oxide/melal interface in alloy 2 
i s  greater than zero. Hence a t  t =: t*,  alloy 2 does n o t  exhibit breakaway 
oxidation b u t  i s  s t i l l  able t o  supply the requisite flux t o  the oxide. There- 
fore, increasing the sol ute concentration increases the protective 1 i fe  of 
before the B concentration a t  the oxide/rnetal interface i s  equal to zero. B u t ,  
for a solute with a very high affinity for oxygen (as in the case of A1 in rJi 
o r  Co) , the same thermodynamic considerations show t h a t  the solute concentra- 
tion a t  the interface i s  many orders of magnitude less t h a n  the solvent concen- 
tration a t  the same interface ( i  .e. , 1 ppm A1 in Ni ) (7)  and may therefore be 
approximated as zero. 
oxide scales on binary a1 1 oys. 
A t h i r d  alloy (a1 loy 3)  with the same B concentration but a greater  B 
so lubi l i ty  in the y phase (c* YB > CyB; C o 9  D same as a1 loy 1) can be used t o  
i l l u s t r a t e  the beneficial e f f ec t  of the greater B so lubi l i ty .  After oxidation 
fo r  t* hours, alloy 3 i s  s t i l l  able t o  supply the requisi te  flux. The B con- 
centration gradients i n  the  y layer of both alloys are  equal, but the B con- 
centration a t  the oxide/metal interface in a1 loy 3 i s  Greater than zero 
(Figure Id).  The detrimental e f fec t  of the opposite change from tha t  i l l u s -  
t ra ted above for  Co ,  Cyg o r  D could be similarly reasoned. In a ternary al loy 
system, the ini  t i  a1 sol ute concentration (Co ) .  the maximum solute  concentration 
in the  sol vent phase ( C  ) , and the diffusivi  t y  ( D )  may a1 1 vary a t  the same YB 
temperature. The detrimental e f fec t  of two of the above parameters could over- 
come the beneficial e f fec t  of the third.  For example, i t  i s  possible t o  
envision a ternary alloy with a greater i n i t i a l  solute concentration f a i l ing  
before another ternary alloy with a lower i n i t i a l  solute concentration. 
Oxidation studies can be a r b i t r a r i l y  divided into two overlapping cate- 
gories, isothermal oxidation and oxidation accompanied by thermal cycl ing. 
The main emphasis of t h i s  report concerns the l a t t e r  category dealing with the 
A1 di ffusion in two-phase NiCrAl a1 1 oys during oxidation accompanied by thermal 
cycling. Since isothermal oxidation studies provide insight  t o  the oxidation 
behavior observed during the more complex cyclic oxidation ,' the pertinent 
isothermal oxidation studies wi 11 be br ie f ly  reviewed before considering cycl i c  
oxidation. 
'cycl i c  oxidation w i  11 hereafter re fer  t o  oxidation accompanied by 
thermal cycl i ng. 
Isothermal Oxi dation 
Experimental. High temperature isothermal oxidation of (Ni ,Co,Fe)CrAl 
alloys resu l t s  in the select ive oxidation of A1 (5,18,19). Alloys containing 
greater  than 4 - 6 wt.%Al form external A12Q3 oxide scales which generally 
thicken parabolically w i t h  time (5,18). Since the oxide growth is controlled 
by diffusion in the oxide i t s e l f ,  there i s  l i t t l e  difference between the growth 
rates  of external A1 203 oxide scales on various base a1 1 oys (Ni ,Co, o r  Fe) ( 18) 
or  alloy composition. The differences appear negl igible  i n  comparison w i t h  
the growth rates  of other possible oxides (NiO, COO, or Cr203) (3,5,18,20). 
After short oxidation periods, t ransient  oxides of N i ,  Co, Fe, o r  Cr 
typical ly  appear on the  al loy surface (5,21-23). The greater the A1 concen- 
t ra t ion  of the al loy,  the quicker the replacement of t ransient  oxides by a 
continuous A1203 oxide scale.  For alloys w i t h  low ( l e s s  than 4 wt.%) A1 con- 
centrations,  the less-protective oxides may never be fu l ly  replaced by a con- 
ti  nuous A1203 oxide scale. When the less-protective oxides remain on the 
alloy surface,  oxygen diffusing in to  the alloy internal ly  oxidizes the A1 with 
the resultant growth of a subscale of A1203- precipi ta tes  below the sample 
surface (5,18). 
The t ransi t ion from transient  oxide formation to  a continuous A1203 oxide 
scale and the absence of such a t rans i t ion  i s  d i rec t ly  related t o  the  diffusion 
i n  the near-surface region. A1lo.y~ w i t h  high A1 concentrations a re  rapidly 
able to  develop large A1 concentration gradients and supply the re la t ive ly  
high A1 flux necessary to  establ ish an external scale of AlZO3. In comparison, 
a1 loys w i t h  1 ess than 4 - 6 w t .  %A1 cannot develop the f lux  necessary f o r  forma- 
t ion of an external layer  of A120J Internal oxidation of A1 occurs below 
the less-protective oxides (5,181. The denser the A12Q3 precipi ta t ion i n  
the subscale layer,  the more tortuous the path the incomtng oxygen must t r ave l ,  
and t h e  greater  t he  chance of formation of a continuous A1203 layer  below 
the  subscale region. I f  a s i gn i f i c an t l y  large volume f rac t ion  of A1203 pre- 
c i p i t a t e s  i s  deposited a t  the  subscale/metal in te r face ,  the  A1203 p rec ip i t a t e s  
may " l ink  up," forming a continuous A1203 layer  (5 ,24) .  I f  a continuous 
layer  of A1203 i s  not formed, continued internal  oxidation e s sen t i a l l y  depletes 
the  a l loy  of f ree  Al. The resu l t ing  oxidation r a t e  i s  r e l a t i ve ly  high, being 
associated with t he  l e s s  protect ive  oxides Cr203, N i O ,  COO ( 5 ,18 ) ,  e t c .  
Oxide maps, experimentally determined, indicate  regions of spec i f i c  oxide 
control on isotherms of the ternary phase diagram. Oxide maps f o r  the  NiCrAl 
system a t  1200°C ( 5 )  showing regions of A1203, Cr203, N i O ,  and spinel  oxide 
formation a re  shown in  Figure 2. 
Small addit ions of react ive  metals (as  Y and Zr) grea t ly  increase the  
A1 0 oxide scale  adherence of (Ni ,Co,Fe)CrAl a1 loys (19,25-27). !\lost proposed 
2 3 
coating a1 loys f o r  high-temperature use, therefore ,  contain various amounts 
( <  1 w t . % )  of these  metal addit ions.  Various proposed mechanisms t o  account 
fo r  t he  i ncreased adherence have been discussed e l  sewhere (19,25,28-31). 
Numerous isothermal oxidation t e s t s  have shown t h a t  the react ive  metal addi- 
t i o n s  can s i g n i  f i  cant1 y a f f e c t  t h e  o x i d a t i o n  r a t e  (19,25,27). Oxi de s t r i n g e r s  
growing from the  oxide sca le  i n to  the  metal subs t ra te  a r e  observed on oxidized 
a1 loys containing react ive  metal addit ions.  The or ig in  or  cause of the  oxide 
s t r i nge r s  i s  unclear fo r  Zr-containing a l loys  where no enrichment o f  Zr i s  
observzd ( 2 7 ) .  The oxide s t r i nge r s  observed in Y-containing a1 1 oys a re  a t t r i  b- 
uted t o  the preferent ia l  oxidation of grain boundary y t t r i d e s  (19,25,28,29). 
Theoretical . A theoret ical  sol ute concentrat i  onldi stance prof i 1 e fo r  
oxidized a l loys  can be predicted by an appropriate solution t o  Fick's  second 
law subject  t o  two boundary condit ions.  One boundary condition may be the  
i n i t i a l  so lu te  concentration i n  single-phase a l loys  o r  an in te r face  
Figurc 2 Oxidc maps f o r  the  isot .hcm~al and c y c l i c  oxidat ion  of N i C r A l  
a l l o y s  a t  1 2 0 0 ~ ~ .  Sol id  l i n c s  i n d i c a t e  l i m i t s  f o r  isothermal 
ox ida t ion ,  dashcd l i n c s  i n d i c a t e  l i m i t s  f o r  c y c l i c  oxidat ion.  
Rcf~:rcnccs 5 and 1 2 .  
concentration when a second-phase i s  i  nvol ved. The second boundary condition 
a t  the oxide/metal interface may be e i t h e r  a solute concentration o r  a f lux  
condition. For predicting the solute concentration/distance prof i les  a f t e r  
oxidation of y + B al loys,  suf f ic ien t  boundary conditions would be the i n i t i a l  
solute concentration ( C o ( t ) )  and the maximum solute so lubi l i ty  ( C  ( t ) )  a t  the 
Y f3 
y/y + interface,  and e i t h e r  the requisi te  flux ( J ( t ) )  or the solute  concentra- 
tion ( C s ( t ) )  a t  the oxidelmetal interface (see Figure 1) .  Wa~ner (8) has shown 
tha t  the solute  concentration a t  the oxide/netal interface i s  not suf f ic ien t ly  
determined by thermodynamic considerations a1 one, b u t  may be found by equating 
the solute f l  u x  in the alloy with the ionic solute f lux in the oxide. Wagner 
has also shown that  when the oxidation ra te  i s  controlled by diffusion i n  the 
oxide, the solute  concentration in the al loy a t  the oxide/metal interface i s  
non-zero. K u  (32) has shown tha t  i f  the oxide scale  grows parabolically,  the 
oxide/metal interface concentration i s  independent of time.' The time- 
independent solute concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface d u r i n g  parabol i c  
oxidation can be compared with the time-dependent solute concentration a t  the 
s a w  interface during oxidation when the oxide scale thickness and requisi te  
flux are constant, as shown in Figure 1. Bastow e t  a l .  ( 3 3 )  have predicted 
time-dependent interface concentrations during the t rans ien t  oxidation period 
when non-parabol i  c ra te  1 aws apply. 
Various researchers have applied a diffusional analysis t o  predict  the 
concentrati on/distance profi les  of binary alloys exhibiting parabolic oxidation 
'parabol i c  oxidation, parabolic oxidation behavior, and parabolic oxida- 
tion kinetics will re fer  hereafter to  oxidation which resu l t s  in a parabolic 
growth of the oxide scale (nXoxide = kid), a parabolic decrease in the requis i te  
flux (Jre4 = k p / J f ) ,  a  time-independent solute concentration a t  the oxidelmetal 
interface ' (cs = k ) ,  and for  y +  8 type a l loys ,  a parabolic growth of the near- 
surface y layer ? AX = k4&).  
Y 
kine t ics .  FeCr (33-36) and NiCr (37,38) a l loys  have received the  bulk of t he  
research. A paucity 'of the  necessary thermodynamic and dif fus ion data has 
precluded a di f fus ional  analysis  of t h e  oxidation of ternary a l loys .  
Cyclic Oxidation 
Experimental. Cyclic oxidation s tud ies  have concentrated on two areas:  
invest igat ing t he  various parameters a f fec t ing  oxide spa1 l a t i o n ,  and deter-  
mining the  e f f e c t  of oxide spa l la t ion  on the  overal l  oxidation and metal con- 
sumption ra te .  Early s tud ies  (20) have shown Al2O3/NiAI2O4 oxides o r  c e r t a in  
Cr203 oxides t o  possess the  best  cyc l i c  oxidation res is tance,  i . e . ,  t o  be t he  
most adherent scales .  However, Cr203 oxide sca les  a re  not considered prac t i -  
cal due t o  transformation of Cr203 t o  CrQ3, highly v o l a t i l e  a t  temperatures i n  
excess of llOO°C (2 ,3 ) .  The excessive vola t izat ion which occurs w i t h  high gas 
ve loc i t i es  o r  low pressures could lead t o  ea r ly  breakaway oxidation (20) .  
Alumina-forming a l loys  have been chosen a s  the  best  candidates f o r  cyc l i c  
appl icat ions  a t  temperatures in excess of l l O O ° C .  An oxide map indicat ing the  
regions of A1203, Cr203, N i O ,  and spinel  oxide formation during cyc l i c  oxida- 
t ion  of NiCrAl a1 loys a t  1200°C (12) i s  shown i n  Figure 2. 
Numerous invest igat ions  have shown oxide spa l la t ion  t o  be a f fec ted  s i g n i f i -  
cant ly  by several parameters. Those parameters include cool i  ng r a t e s  (39) ,  
quench temperature ( 4 0 ) ,  oxide dispersions i n  t he  a l loy  (41-43), and the  cycle 
frequency ( the  duration of the  heating and cooling cycle)  (17,44). Small addi- 
t ions  of P t  t o  the  a l l oy ,  o r  the  presence of P t  i n  t he  furnace,  have a l so  been 
observed t o  increase the  oxide adherence (45-47). Probably t he  most s i g n i f i -  
cant and beneficial  e f f ec t  i s  t ha t  produced by small addi t ions  of react ive  
metals. Zr was found t o  improve s ign i f i c an t l y  the  sca le  adherence of alumina- 
forming NiCrAl (12,48) and CoCrAl (44) a1 loys,  and chromia-forming FeCr (41) 
and Cr s t a i n l e s s  s t e e l s  (49).  Y has a l so  been found t o  increase 'the sca le  
adherence of A1203 on Ni CrAl (19,25,30),  CoCrAl (19,50) ,  and FeCrAl (26,28,29, 
51) a l loys .  In add i t ion ,  Sc (28 ) ,  Th (25) ,  and Hf (50) have been shown t o  
exhibik a  beneficial  e f f e c t  on sca le  adherence. 
Evaluation of various a l l oys  and ac t ive  metal addi t ions  is  t yp i ca l l y  
accompl i shed by compari son of sampl e  weight change measurementst made during 
cycl i  c  oxidation.  Duri ng the  high-temperature port ion of a  thermal cycle ,  the  
sample weight increases parabol ica l ly  with time as the  oxide s ca l e  thickens.  
Upon cooling,  patches of oxide spa l l  non-uniformly, decreasing the  weight of 
the  sample. Depending on the  scale  adhesion, t he  overal l  weight change wi l l  
eventual ly  hecorne negative.  When the  oxide growth i s  approximately equal t o  
the oxide l o s s  during each cyc le ,  the weight change wi l l  decrease l i n e a r l y  with 
increasing oxidation cycles.  Alloys undergoing cyc l i c  oxidation accompanied by 
sca le  spal l a t i on  a re  sa id  t o  exh ib i t  "para1 inear-type" ( 6 )  oxidation behavior, 
desc r ip t ive  of the  weight change when p lo t t ed  as  a function of time a s  shown i n  
Figure 3  ( a l l oy  5A). (Para l inear- type oxidation behavior i s  in con t ras t  t o  the  
parabolic weight increases observed during isothermal ox ida t ion . )  When break- 
away oxidation occurs,  the  l e s s  p ro tec t ive  oxides which form tend t o  spa l l  a t  
g rea t ly  accelera ted r a t e s  causing an even more rapid decrease in t he  weight 
change ( 1 7 ) ,  a l so  shown in Figure 3  ( a l l o y  14) .  
Theoretical .  Two modeling techniques a r e  t yp i ca l l y  employed t o  determine 
the  weight of metal consumed during cyc l i c  oxidation.  The two techniques a r e :  
1. Macroscopic spal 1  ing models, and 
2. I~licroscopic d i f fus ion model s .  
Macroscopic spal 1  i ng models p red ic t  the  t o t a l  weight of oxide formed, the  
weight of the  oxide which has spa l l ed ,  and the weight of oxide remaining 
 or corrparison of various sample s i z e s ,  the  weight change i s  t yp i ca l l y  
divided by the  t o t a l  sample surface  area (mg/cm2). 
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Figure 3 .  Comparison of t h e  c y c l i c  ox ida t ion  behavior of CoCrAl 
a l l o y  14 ( C o - 1 8 . 9 3 a t . % C r - 2 3 . 2 5 a t . W  and ~ i C r A l  a l l o y  
5A (Ni-14.35at. %Cr-23.65at. %A1) a t  1209' C f o r  2000 0 . 1  
hour exposure cycles .  5 A  d a t a  a r e  p a r a l i n e a r  i n  na tu re  
with s c a l e  of A l  0 n i c k e l  aluminate p lus  Z r O  de tec ted .  2 2 Alloy 14 da ta  breal! a t  c lose  t o  115 hour due t o  COO 
buildup and subsequent s p a l l i n g  (F.ef erence 44 . 
in tac t  on the sample surface. Input t o  most spal l ing models consis ts  of an 
oxide growth constant and various spal l ing parameters to  govern the amount of 
oxide which spa11 s each cycle. Various models have been proposed f o r  A1203 
spal la t ion from NiAl (52) and NiCrAl (53) al loys,  and fo r  the analogous case 
of oxide volatization from Cr 0 -forming a1 loys (54) .  2 3 
Microscopic diffusion models simulate the solute  diffusion t o  the oxide/ 
metal interface.  The instantaneous solute flux a t  the oxide/metal interface 
i s  e i t h e r  known, and input t o  the model as a boundary condition, or can be 
determined from the solute concentration/distance profi les  predicted by the 
model . From the instantaneous sol ute f lux,  and the predicted concentration/ 
distance profi 1 e s ,  a diffusion model has the inherent capabil i t y  t o  predict  
both the weight of solute consumed as oxide and the time to  the onset of 
breakaway oxidation. 
The sol ute concentrati onldi stance prof i l e s  during cycl i c oxidation are 
described by a solution t o  Fick's second law subject to two boundary condi- 
t ions ,  the same as for  the case ~f isothermal oxidation. The inner bolindary 
condition i s  also the same as tha t  f o r  isothermal oxidaticn, viz. ,  e i t h e r  an 
i n i t i a l  sol ute concentration or  interface concentration for  one-phase or  mu1 t i  - 
phase a1 Joys, respectively. The s ignif icant  difference i n  predicting the 
concentrati on/distance profi les  during cyclic oxidation and isothermal oxida- 
t ion i s  the nature of the boundary condition a t  the oxide/metal interface.  
The boundary condition a t  the oxide/metal interface during cycl ic  oxida- 
tion i s  c r i t i c a l l y  dependent on the extent of oxide spal la t ion.  As previously 
s ta ted ,  the requisi te  solute flux i s  inversely related to  the oxide scale  
thickness. The thinner the oxide sca le ,  the greater  the requis i te  solute  flux. 
During cycl ic  oxidation accompanied by oxide spa l la t ion ,  the average oxide 
thickness will always be l e s s  than i f  the scale  had been fu l ly  in tac t .  As a 
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The extent of the decrease i n  the in te r fac ia l  solute  concentration would be 
expected t o  depend on whether a l l ,  o r  only a portion, of the oxide scale 
spalled; Similarly, the previous statements could be extended t o  predict  a 
decreasing interfacial  solute concentration during the  cyclic oxidation of 
two-phase alloys.  
The solute  concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface must not be depleted 
below tha t  for  thermodynamic s t a b i l i t y  of the solute  oxide i f  the al loy is  t o  
continue t o  provide a protective oxide scale (55) .  Stated otherwise, break- 
away oxi dati on occurs during cycl i c  oxidation when the interfaci  a1 scl  ute 
concentration has decreased to  approximately zero. Time-dependent in te r fac ia l  
sol ute concentrations resulting in breakaway oxidation were shown schematical l y  
in Figures la and l b .  
Some researchers have predicted tire-dependent oxi de/metal interface 
concentrations by assuming various oxide growth r a t e  laws. Most of the pre- 
d ic t i  or~s involve the non-parabol i c oxidation rates associated w i t h  the i n i t i a l  
t ransient  oxidation of binary alloys ( 5 6 ) .  Bastow e t  a l .  (33) have extended 
the analysis t o  include the prediction of breakaway oxidation in a CoCr alloy 
exhibiting parali near oxidation behavior. The decrease in the Cr concentra- 
tion a t  the oxide/metal interface was predicted as a resu l t  of the non- 
parabol i c  requis i te  f l  ux associated w i t h  CrpOj volat izat ion.  
Phi 1 osophy and Approach 
The cycl i c oxidation of y + B , NiCrAlZr(Y) a1 loys resu l t s  , in  the selec- 
t ive  oxidation of A1 to form a protective A1203 oxide scale.  A y-phase sub- 
surface layer thickens with time as A1 i s  transported t o  the growing oxide. 
Active metal additions a f fec t  the ra te  of oxide spal la t ion which governs the 
requisi te  A1 flux fo r  the sole  formation and growth of A l 2 O 3  The 
requisi te  A1 flux f i  xes the  A1 transport  i n  the y-phase 1 ayer which controls 
the growth of the layer,  The a b i l i t y  of the alloy to  supply the  requisi te  
flux i s  dependent on the d i f fus iv i ty  of the par t icu lar  a l loy,  the maximum 
possible A1 gradient in the y layer ,  and the e f f ec t  of the Cr concentration 
profi le  on the diffusion of A1 . The maximum possible A1 gradient i s  a function 
o f  the  al loy composition w i t h  respect t o  the N i C r A l  ternary phase diagram. 
Hence, varying the Y or Zr content of the alloys a f fec ts  the  ra te  of oxide 
spal la t ion,  which in turn a f fec ts  the requisi te  A1 f lux,  and therefore the A1 
transport  and growth ra te  of the y-phase subsurface layer. 
Purpose 
Verification 
The f i r s t  goal of t h i s  study was t o  verify the e f f ec t  of various requis i te  
flux conditions on the A1 transport  in y + 6 ,  NiCrAlZr(Y) alloys undergoing 
cyclic oxidation. The y + f3 alloys were chosen so as t o  a1 low examination of 
the e f f ec t  of various concentrations, various maximum so lub i l i t i e s  of A1 in 
the y phase, and various d i f fus iv i t i e s  on the diffusional transport  of A1 and 
on the a b i l i t y  of each alloy to  avoid breakaway oxidation. Varying the Zr o r  
Y content of the a1 loys was used t o  induce d i f fe r ing  oxide spal la t ion char- 
ac t e r i s t i c s .  The ef fec t  of the above parameters was examined by optical 
microscopy and quant i ta t ive electron microscopy of the alloys a f t e r  various 
cyclic oxidation exposures. X-ray diffract ion of the oxide scale retained on 
the sample surface was used to  ident i fy the oxide phases. 
Predi c t  i on 
The second goal of t h i s  study was development of a numerical model t o  
simulate the A1 transport  during the cyc l ic  oxidation of y + f3 ,  NiCrAlZr(Y) 
alloys.  Diffusion models are capable of predicting concentration/distance 
profi les  and phase layer widths ( i n  mu1 t i  phase appl icat ions)  . Diffusion 
models typical ly require the input of boundary conditions and d i f fus iv i  ties 
specif ic  t o  each alloy. The accuracy and va l id i ty  of the predictions by the 
diffusion model would be ascertained by a d i r ec t  comparison w i t h  the resul t s  
from the experimental analysis of the cycl ical ly oxidized a1 loys. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Procedure 
Three al loy compositions were chosen for  examination of the A1 transport  
during the cyclic oxidation of y +  B NiCrAl alloys a t  1200°C. Two al loy compo- 
s i  t ions contained approximately the same A1 concentration b u t  d i f fe rent  Mi and 
Cr concentrations, whereas the th i rd  al loy composition contained a greater  A1 
concentration b u t  1 ower Ni and Cr concentrations. Different Zr contents were 
added t o  each of the a1 loys t o  e f f ec t  various oxide spall  ing charac ter i s t ics .  
The Zr was added by one of two techniques. One technique consisted of induc- 
t ion me1 t i n g  the metall i c  elemental constituents Ni , Cr, Al , and Zr in  
alumina crucibles. I n  the second technique, metall ic Ni , Cr, and A1 were 
induction me1 ted i n  zi rconia crucibles which permitted Zr to be leached 
from the crucible. The longer the melt was held i n  the zirconia crucible,  the 
greater the Zr content of the resulting al loy.  One ai loy composition was 
alloyed with Zr by b o t h  techniques to  examine the e f f ec t  s f  the Zr content and 
alloying technique on the oxidation behavior. The same a1 loy compositiont was 
also alloyed w i t h  Y t o  allow a specif ic  comparison of the e f f e c t  of Y and Zr 
on the diffusional transport  of A1 during cycl ic  oxidation. Following the 
induction me1 tlng, a l l  the alloy melts were poured into zirconia leaf  
molds. Very 1 i t t l e  Zr was leached from these molds (57 ) .  The compositions of 
the alloys and the method of alloying are  1 i s ted  in Table I .  
The alloys were fabricated and oxidized a t  the Lewis Research Center of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The alloys were oxidized 
in the cast  s t a t e  without previous heat treatments. Isothermal oxidation was 
' ~ i f f e r e n t  alloying techniques and different  a l loy additions (Zr o r  Y )  t o  
the same alloy composi t ion resulted in variations in the A1 and Cr concentra- 
t i  on (of 1 - 2 a t .  %) between the a1 1 oys. 
TABLE I 
ALLOY COMPOSITIONS 
Composition (at. %)  Alloying  
Alloy Designat ion - N i  C r  Zr (y) Technique 
-
A 1  
-
a. Alloyed with Z r  o r  Y by i n d u c t i o n  me l t ing  o f  t h e  e lementa l ,  m e t a l l i c  
cons ti t u e n t s  i n  an alumina c r u c i b l e .  
b. Alloyed wi th  Z r  by i n d u c t i o n  me l t ing  m e t a l l i c  X i ,  C r ,  and A 1  i n  a 
z i r c o n i a  c r u c i b l e  a l lowing  Z r  t o  b e  leached  from the crucible. 
performed a t  1200°C in s t i l l  a i r .  Cyclic oxidation t e s t i ng  consisted of a 
one-hour exposure a t  1200°C in s t i l l  a i r  followed by a m i n i m u m  cooling period 
of twenty minutes a t  approximately room temperature, a l so  i n  a i r .  The oxida- 
t ion/cooling cycle was repeated various times f o r  each of the  alloys.' The 
change in weight per un i t  sample area was measured during both t he  isothermal 
and cyc l ic  oxidation t e s t s .  Paralinear weight change curves of t he  four  Zr- 
containing a1 loys indicate  a s i gn i f i c an t  range i n  t he  oxide spa1 1 ing character-  
i s t i c s  between the a l loys .  The weight change curves a re  shown in  Figure 4. 
A t  longer times, t he  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a1 loys exhi b i t  
the most rapid weight l o s s ,  indicat ing poor sca le  adherence. In comparison, the  
Ni-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr and the  Ni-14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr a1 loys exh ib i t  a much lower 
weight l o s s ,  indicat ing be t t e r  sca le  adherence. Further d e t a i l s  of a1 1 oy 
fabr ica t ion ,  the  oxidation equipment, and t e s t i n g  procedures a r e  given e l s e -  
where (12,27,48). 
The three  a l loys  containing 24 - 25 at.%Al i n i t i a l l y  possess very s imi l a r  
y t ~  microstructures with 0 .6 -0 .75  volume f rac t ion  of the  phase present .  
The Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a l loy  i n i t i a l l y  contains approximately 0.96 volume 
f rac t ion  of  the 6  phase. (The volume f rac t ions  of the f3 phase decrease a f t e r  
long cycl i c  oxidation exposures. The microstructural  changes during cyc l i c  
oxidation wi 11 be discussed shor t ly .  ) The microstructures of the  four  a1 1 oys 
and the  a l loy  posit ion in the y + f3 f i e l d  of t he  NiCrAl ternary diagram a t  
1200°C are  shown i n  Figure 5. The dendr i t i c  B phase (dark phase i n  t he  micro- 
graphs of Figure 5 )  has t he  NiAl ( o r  CsC1) type c rys ta l  s t r uc tu r e .  The y  phase 
( l i g h t  phase in t h e  micrographs of Figure 5) i s  a Ni sol id  solut ion w i t h  an FCC 
 h he cyc l ic  oxidation time referred t o  i n  t h i s  report w i l l  o n l y  account 
fo r  the  hi gh-temperature period of each cycle. Hence, cycl i cal l y  oxidized 
f o r  800 hours r e f e r s  t o  800 cycles ,  each consis t ing of one hour a t  1200°C 
followed by a minimum of 20 minutes a t  room temperature. 
Figure 4. Paral inear  weight change curves f o r  the  Zr-containing 
a l loys  during cyc l i c  oxidation,  Parabolic weight gains 
during isothermal oxidation of the  Ni-14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr 
a l loy  is a l s o  shown. 
Ni- 19.0Cr- 23.6AI-.WZr Ni -13.8Cr -25.OAI- 12Y 
Figure 5, Micrastructures of the four, y3f3 N i C r A l  alloys 
examined i n  t h i s  study, 
type crysta l  s t ruc ture .  No enrichment of Zr was detected by opt ical  metallo- 
graphy, x-ray mapping on the  e lect ron microscope, o r  by x-ray d i f f r ac t i on  of  
the  three  a l loys  containing Zr. The Y-containing a l loy  contained a low volume 
fract ion of a Ni and Y enriched phase a t  t he  boundaries between the  y and $ 
phases, most probably Ni y t t r i d e s  (19,25,28,29). Hence, the  s o l u b i l i t y  1 imit 
of Y was exceeded b u t  t h e  s o l u b i l i t y  1 imit of Zr was not ,  i n  accordance w i t h  
previous s tud ies  ( 19,25 ,27,30). 
The oxide phases retained on the  surface of each oxidized a l l oy  were 
determined by x-ray d i f f rac t ion .  The i n t e n s i t i e s  of the  oxide and metal sub- 
s t r a t e  peaks were ranked t o  ind ica te  the  proportion of each of the  oxide 
phases present. The oxide and metal phases detected a r e  1 i s t e d  and ranked i n  
Table I I .  The Ni - 14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr and Ni -19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr a1 1 oys show the  
s t rongest  A1203 presence through 800 hours. Both a l loys  exhibi ted good oxide 
spa l l ing  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  evident from the  weight change data i n  Figure 4. The 
Ni -13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and Mi -17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a1 1 oys show considerable spinel  
formation a f t e r  500 hours of cyc l i c  oxidation exposure, Both a l loys  exh ib i t  
poor oxide spal 1 ing cha rac t e r i s t i c s ,  a1 so evident from t h e  weight change data 
in Figure 4. Continuous formation of A1203 r e s u l t s  i n  the  best  oxide spa l l ing  
cha rac t e r i s t i c s .  
The oxide morphologies of the four  a l loys  a r e  as  varied a s  the  paral inear  
weight change data of Figure 4. The oxide morphologies d i f f e r  between a l loys  
and w i t h  increasing oxidation time. Examples of the  v a r i ~ u s  morphologies a r e  
shown i n  Figure 6. The oxide morphologies range from r e l a t i v e l y  f l a t  (Figure 
6a) t o  rough and porous (Figures 6b and 6g). Oxide spal 1 a t ion from a sample 
surface does not occur uniformly but from random, d i sc re te  sec t ions  on the  
sample surface.  The sample surface of the  Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a1 loy,  shown i n  
Figure 7 ,  i l l u s t r a t e s  t he  random oxide spa l la t ion .  The l i g h t  areas  i n  

Figure 6 Surface oxide morphologies a f t e r  cyc l i c  oxidation 
a. ~i-13Cr-25A1-0.05~r a l loy  a f t e r  800 oxidation cycles 
(500x) b, Ni-l$Cr-25Al-O,12Y a l loy  a f t e r  1000 
oxidation cycles ( 1 0 0 ~ )  . 
Figure 6 cont. c. Ni-14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr alloy after 800 
oxidation cycles (100~) d. same as c, 
( 5OOx) 
gure 6 cont. e.  ~i-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr alloy af ter  800 
oxidation cycles (200x) f .  same as e .  
a f t e r  1200 oxidation cycles ( 1 0 0 ~ ) .  
Figure 6 cont. 9. Ni-19Cr-24141-0.04 Z r  a l loy  a . f ter  1600 oxidation 
cycles ( 1 0 0 ~ )  he Ni-17Cr-28A1-0-18Zr a l loy  a f t e r  
800 oxidation cycles (100x) , 
Figure 7 Surface oxide morphologies on the  ~i-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y 
a l loy  a f t e r  various cyc l ic  oxidation exposures ( 1 0 0 ~ ) .  
a. 1 oxidation cycle b. 15 oxidation cycles 
Figure 7 cont. c. 100 oxidation cycles d. 200 oxidation cycles. 
the micrographs are the locations where the oxide layer has spalled. After 
200 cycles, the  oxide had spalled from over half the sample surface. No cor- 
relation was found between the pattern of oxide spal la t ion and the i n i t i a l  
y + $ microstructure. After 1000 oxidation cycles (Figure 6b),  the sample 
surface bears no resemblance t o  the ear ly oxide scales.  
Oxidation of y + P  NiCrAl alloys resu l t s  in the growth of a near-surface 
y layer by dissolution of the B phase a t  the y /y+B interface.  A1 i s  trans- 
ported across the y layer t o  the oxide/metal interface where i t  i s  consumed in 
formation of the oxide. To determine the  width of the y layer,  and t o  prepare 
fo r  quantitative electron microscopy, the orthorhombic-shaped samples were 
sectioned perpendicular to  the main axis ( z  or  c ) ,  thereby exposing a cross 
section of the alloy perpendicular t o  the plane of the oxide scale.  The cut 
sampl es were mounted and pol i shed by standard metal 1 ographic techniques. The 
near-surface y-layer width was measured by optical microscopy using a f i l a r  
eyepiece. The volume fract ion of the $ phase was also measured opt ical ly  a f t e r  
various oxidation exposures. Foll owing the optical examination, the mounted 
samples were carbon coated for  use i n  the scanning electron microscope. 
Four t o  eight Ni, Cr, and A1 concentration/distance profi les  were measured 
across the near-surface y layer for  each alloy a f t e r  various cyclic oxidation 
exposures. The concentration/distance profi les  exhibited differences when 
measured across the y layer a t  various locations on a sample. The differences 
between the measured concertrat i onldi stance prof i 1 es were usual l y  greater  than 
the possible discrepancies intrcduced by the measuring technique. The d i f -  
ferences i n  the concentration profi les  are therefore a t t r ibuted  t o  e i the r  com- 
positional variation within the as-cast sample, or  to  a varying requis i te  flux 
resulting from random oxide spal la t ion.  The concentration of the y and $ 
phases in the y + 8 region of each sample was a1 so measured a f t e r  various 
oxidation exposures. Greater detail  of the technique for  measuring the con- 
centrations with the scanning electron microscope i s  given in Appendix A. The 
resul ts  wi 11 be presented separately f o r  each a1 loy. 
Experimental Results 
- 
Ni - 13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr 
The near-surface y-phase layer thickened a t  a rapid, non-parabolic rate.  
the volume fract ion of the B phase decreased from 0.73 t o  0.43 a f t e r  800 
oxidation cycles. A th i rd  phase, y ' ,  based on the Ni3Al-type intermetal l ic  
phase formed a t  the yly + B interface between 500 and 800 oxidation cycles. In 
addition, the sample underwent a volume dis tor t ion a f t e r  500 oxidation cycles 
so tha t  the sectioned plane (x-y plane shown in Figure 8) of the 800-hour sam- 
ple had decreased in the y direction but increased in the x direction (Figure 
8) .  Changes in the z direction could not be determined. The y layer ,  always 
measured in the x direction on a l l  samples, was observed to  increase abnor- 
mally due to the  anomalous volume dis tor t ion.  Considerable Kirkendall-type 
porosity was evident in the near-surface y layer (Figure 8a) but was not 
observed on other a1 1 oys exhibiting volume dis tor t ions (Ni -14Cr-25A1-0.12Y 
a1 loy, Figure 8b).  Therefore, the porosity a1 one cannot be the cause of the 
volume dis tor t ion.  The microstructures and the near-surface y layer a f t e r  
various oxidation exposures of the Ni-13Cr-25Al-0.05Zr alloy are  shown i n  
Figure 9. 
The rapid loss of A1 resu l t s  in a time-decreasing A1 concentration a t  the 
oxide/metal interface.  The decreasing A1 concentration a t  t h i s  interface i s  
a t t r ibuted to  an increased requisi te  flux encountered during cyclic oxidation 
accompanied by s ignif icant  oxide spal la t ion.  Discontinuous loss  of the oxide 
scale resu l t s  in an average scale thickness less  than tha t  which occurs during 
parabolic oxidation. The thinner oxide scale resu l t s  in a greater  requis i te  
plane of 
sectioning 
Fig\are 8 Volume d i s to r t i on  of sample coupons a. NI-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr 
a l loy a f t e r  cycl ic  oxidation f o r  800 hours b. Ni-14Cr-25Al- 
0.12Y al loy a f t e r  cyc l i c  oxidation f o r  1000 hours. Schematic 
dxawing t o  r i gh t  shows the re la t ionship between plane of sec- 
t ioning (dashed) and sample coupon, 
100 hrs. 
200 hrs. 
Figure 9. Micrographs of the near-surface Y layer after cyclic 
oxidation of the Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr alloy. 
flux (Jreqa l/AXoxide ) The A1 concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface 
decreases with time, increasing the concentration gradient, and thereby 
supplying the increased requisi te  A1 flux fo r  continued A1203 formation and 
growth. The decreasing A1 concentration a t  the oxide/nletal interface i s  shown 
as the left-most point of the A1 concentration/distance profi les  in Figure 10. 
The Ni and Cr concentration profi les  a re  also shown. The right-most point of 
each profi le  indicates the position of the y/y+ @ interface,  and the N i  , Cr, 
and A1 concentrations a t  tha t  interface.  The right-most point also gives the 
concentration of the y phase i n  the y +  @ region of each sample. There were 
no measurable concentration gradients i n  the y + B  region. The e r ro r  bars on 
the right-most point indicate the average standard deviation on the concentra- 
t ions on tha t  par t icular  Ni , Cr, o r  A1 profi le .  Comparison of the individual 
profi les  measured a t  various locations on a s ingle  sample indicated the sca t t e r  
t o  be the resu l t  of profile-to-profile differences and not the r e su l t  of the 
measuring technique. The differences between the concentration prof i les  
measured a t  various locations along the sample are  a t t r ibuted  t o  the non-uniform 
oxide spa1 la t ion observed following cycl ic  oxidation of these a1 loys (Figure 7 ) .  
The non-uniform oxide spal la t ion resu l t s  in a range in the oxide thickness on 
the sample surface, which fur ther  resu l t s  in a range in the requis i te  f lux 
along the sample surface. The differences in the measured concentration pro- 
f i l e s  r e f l e c t  the varying response of the alloy i n  supplying A1 over the range 
of requis i te  f 1 u x  conditions . 
The A1 and Ni concentrations a t  the y/y+B interface (right-most concen- 
t ra t ion  points,  Fi gure 10) increase w i t h  increasing oxidation time, whereas the 
Cr concentration a t  the interface decreases with increasing oxidation time. In 
addition, the ent i  re Ni concentration profi les  s h i f t  t o  greater  Ni concentra- 
t ions w i t h  increasing oxidation time while the A1 and Cr concentration prof i les  
Figuxe 10. N i ,  C r ,  and A 1  concentration/distance p ro f i l e s  i n  t he  
y l ayer  a f t e r  cyc l i c  oxidation of the  Ni-13Cr-25A1- 
0.05Zr and the  Ni-14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr a l loys .  
general l y  decrease with increasing oxidation time. The overall  increase o r  
decrease in the concentration p ro f i l e s  can be observed and explained by 
plot t ing t h e  concentration p ro f i l e s  a s  d i f fus ion paths on the NiCrAl phase 
diagram. The di f fus ion paths a re  observed t o  "trans1 a te"  toward the  Ni-rich 
corner of t h e  phase diagram, as shown in  Figure 11. The s o l u b i l i t y  l i m i t  of 
A1 i n  the  y phase ( the  l i n e  dividing t he  y and y + 6 f i e l d s )  i s  t he  e f f ec t i ve  
s o l u b i l i t y  l i m i t  a t  1200°C used throughout t h i s  study,  as  discussed i n  
Appendix B.  
The di f fus ion path t r ans l a t i on  can be understood by determining the  com- 
posit ion of the  sample a f t e r  oxidation.  F i r s t ,  consider a Ni-18Cr a l l oy  w i t h  
t he  same Cr/Ni r a t i o  (0.21) as  t he  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a l l oy  (po in t  A i n  
Figure 11). I f  pure A1 i s  added t o  t h i s  binary a l l oy ,  the  resu l t ing  composi- 
t ion of t h e  NiCrAl a1 loy would l i e  on a l i n e  connecting point A t o  the  100 
at.%Al corner ,  a l so  passing through t h e  Ni-13Cr-25A1 composi t ion  (see  i n s e t ,  
Figure 11). Similar ly ,  i f  A1 were removed from the  Ni-13Cr-25Al a l l oy ,  the  
resu l t ing  composition would again f a l l  on the  dashed l i n e  i n  Figure 11. The 
composition of the  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a1 loy a f t e r  oxidation i s  the  sum of the  
average compositions i n  t he  y + @  region and the  near-surface y l ayer ,  weighted 
in proportion t o  the  f rac t iona l  amount of the y +  6 region (o r  y  l ayer )  present 
a f t e r  the  oxidation exposure. The average composition of the  y  l ayer ,  deter-  
mined from Figure 10, and t he  average composition of the  y+f3 region, deter-  
mined from the  concentration and volume f rac t ion  of each phase, a r e  indicated 
as  open squares fo r  each di f fus ion p r o f i l e  shown i n  Figure 11. The composition 
of the  sample l i e s  on a l i n e  connecting the  average compositions of t he  y +  6 
region and t he  y l ayer  and i s  shown a s  open t r i ang l e s  in Figure 11. As shown, 
the  composition of the  sample a f t e r  oxidation c losely  follows the  dashed l i n e  
of constant Cr/Ni r a t i o .  

The diffusion path t ranslat ion resu l t s  as a natural consequence of losing 
A1 from the f i n i t e  sample coupons during the oxidation process. Since the 
average composition of the y layer resides to  the l e f t ,  o r  Cr-rich, s ide of 
the l ine  of constant Cr/Ni r a t i o ,  the average composition of the y + 6 region 
must l i e  t o  the r ight ,  o r  Cr-poor, s ide of the l ine  of constant Cr/Ni ra t io .  
As the average composition of the y + f3 region s h i f t s  away from the Cr corner, 
the concentration in the y phase a t  the y/y+f3 interface also s h i f t s  in the 
same direction. The s h i f t s  in the concentration a t  the y/y+f3 interface tend 
t o  "pull" the diffusion paths in the y phase away from the Cr corner, resulting 
in the observed t ranslat ion of the diffusion paths. The decrease in the 
volume fract ion of the 6 phase with increasing oxidation time (Figure 9 )  i s  
a resul t  of the changing average composition in the y + B  region associated 
with diffusion path t ranslat ion.  
Diffusion path t ranslat ion requires diffusion t o  occur in the y + f3 region 
of the al loy.  I t  i s  apparent tha t  the average composition of the y + B  region 
increases in  Ni concentration (Figure 10). Therefore, Ni must diffuse in to  
the y +  6 region as A1 and/or Cr diffuse from the region. The f a c t  t h a t  there 
were no measurable concentration gradients in the y + f 3  region suggests t h a t  
the region behaves as a th in ,  f i n i t e  section; i . e . ,  the average composition of 
the region changes uniformly with negligible concentration gradients. 
The Ni atoms must diffuse up the Ni concentration gradient in the y layer 
in crder to  enter  the y +  f3 region. A mass balance of Ni a t  the y /y+ f3 in te r -  
face, when considering the interface motion, requires the diffusion of Ni in to  
the y + f 3  region. The diffusion of Ni up i t s  own concentration gradient i s  
permissible when the Ni flux i s  s ignif icant ly influenced by the concentration 
grzA!ents of e i the r  Cr or  Al. Diffusion of A1 down i t s  own concentration 
gradient in the y layer from the v + B  region i s  supported by both the decrease 
in the average A1 concentration in the y +  B region (Figure 10) and by mass 
balance considerations regarding the motion of the y/y + B interface.  The 
interface motion also requires a f lux of Cr atoms toward the moving interface 
(Appendix C ) .  Since the average Cr concentration in the y + B  region decreases 
with increasing oxidation time (Figure 11) , part  of the Cr supply comes from 
transport  of Cr in the y + 6 region t o  the yly + 6 interface.  In addition, since 
the average Cr concentration in the y layer also decreases with increasing 
oxidation time (Figure l l ) ,  Cr must a lso diffuse down the Cr concentration 
gradient in the y layer to  the y/y+B interface.  Therefore, changes in the 
average composition of both the y +  B region and the y layer ,  along with mass 
balance considerations a t  the yly-1- 6 moving interface,  suggest t ha t  A1 and Cr 
diffuse down the i r  respective concentration gradients while Ni diffuses up i t s  
own concentrati on gradient. 
Diffusion of Ni away from the oxidely-layer interface i s  not contradicted 
by the observation of mixed Ni oxides in the scale  (Table 11). Considerable 
oxide cracking or  spalling t o  the metal substrate would allow a high concen- 
t ra t ion  of oxygen to contact the metal. Significant amounts of NiO may 
i n i t i a l l y  form and rapidly grow since Ni i s  the most abundant species a t  the 
oxide/metal interface.  As A1 diffuses t o  the interface,  the A1 will react 
with the NiO t o  form the more thermodynamically s tab le  NiA1204. When the 
NiO i s  completely converted, an Ai203 scale will form below the NiA1204. 
Figure 12 shows a duplex scale s t ructure fo r  the Ni-13Cr-25Al-C.C5Zr alloy 
a f t e r  800 hours of cyclic oxidation. The area indicated A i s  the metal sub-  
s t r a t e  containing obvious oxide grain imprints. The rough area designated B 
was determined by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) t o  contain roughly 60% 
Cr, 30% Ni , and 10% A1 , probably a mixture of NiCr204 and NiA1 204 spinels.  
The area designated C shows columnar grains containing mainly Al, most 
Scanning e lec t ron  micrograph of the  surface oxide s ca  
the  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a l loy  a f t e r  800 oxidation cyc 
a. oxide sca le  (dark) and metal subs t ra te  where oxide 
spa l led  ( l i g h t )  , ( 6 0 0 ~ )  ; be high magnification of ox 
sca le  edge showing duplex oxide s t ruc tu re ;  note oxide 
p r i n t s  i n  t he  n e t a l  subs t ra te ,  A; mixed sp ine l  oxides 
and columnar A 1  0 gra ins ,  C. (2400x1 2 3 
l e  on 
l e s  , 
has 
i d e  
im- 
a B O  
probably A1203 (oxygen could not be detected with the  EDS) , growing below the  
sp ine l s  i n to  the  metal subst ra te .  The explanation of i n i t i a l  N i O  formation 
converting to  a .spinel  w i t h  subscale formation of A1203 i s  s im i l a r  t o  models 
of t r ans i en t  oxide formation during isothermal oxidation (5,21,23). 
The oxide sca le  provided by t h i s  a l loy  affords  g rea te r  oxide protect ion 
d u r i n g  cyc l i c  oxidation than the  previously discussed Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a l l oy  
w i t h  approximately t h e  same composition. The present 0.07Zr a l l oy  was al loyed 
w i t h  Zr by induction melting elemental Ni , Cr, and A1 i n  z i rconia  c ruc ib les ,  
allowing the  Zr t o  be leached from the  c ruc ib le .  Two points a r e  immediately 
obvious i n  a comparison of the  microstructures and concentration p ro f i l e s  of 
each a l loy .  F i r s t ,  the  y l ayer  of t he  0.07Zr a l loy  i s  much l e s s  than t he  pre- 
viously discussed 0.05Zr a l l oy ,  both a f t e r  800 oxidation cycles (Figure 13). 
Secondly, t he  A1 concentration a t  t he  oxidelmetal in te r face  a f t e r  800 oxidation 
cycles i s  considerably g rea te r  f o r  t he  0.07Zr a l l oy  than t h a t  f o r  t he  0.05Zr 
a l loy  a f t e r  800 or eveti'500 oxidation cycles.  The concentrat ion/distance 
prof i l es  f o r  the  0.07Zr a l loy  a r e  shown a s  open points i n  Figure 10. The 
concentrat i  on p ro f i l e s  (Figure l o ) ,  taken together  w i t h  the  di f ference i n  the  
y-layer widths (Figure 13) and the  weight change data ( ~ i ' g u r e  4 ) ,  ind ica te  t h a t  
the  0.07Zr a l loy  possesses much b e t t e r  spa l l ing  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  than the  0.05Zr 
a l loy .  A study of the e f f e c t  of t he  Zr concentration on the  cyc l i c  oxidation 
of NiCrAlZr a l loys  by Ba r r e t t ,  Kahn, and Lowell (48) ind ica tes  t h a t  t he  d j f -  
ference i n  the  Zr content of the  two a l loys  does not explain t he  var ia t ion  
observed i n ' t h e i r  oxidation behavior. Hence i t  appears t h a t  t he  var ia t ion  i n  
the  cyc l ic  oxidation behavior may be a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  the  method of al loying 
the  Zr and t h a t  Zr pick-up from the  z i rconia  crucibles  during t h e  induction 
melting process improves t he  cyc l ic  oxidation behavior of these  a l loys .  The 
Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr 800 hrs. 
improvecl cyc l i c  oxidation behavior r e su l t i ng  from Zr p ick -up  f ron~  the z i rconia  
crucibles  i s  under f u r t he r  invest igat ion a t  the NASA-Lewis Research Center ( 5 7 ) -  
The Ni -14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr a1 loy was a1 so examined a f t e r  isothermal oxidation 
f o r  200 and 1000 hours a t  1200°C. The y-layer width a f t e r  isothermal oxidation 
is  very s l i g h t  in comparison t o  the  width following cyc l ic  oxidation.  The y- 
l ayer  widths and resu l t ing  microstructures a f t e r  isothermal and cycl i c  oxidation 
of the  0.07Zr a l loy  and the cyc l i c  oxidation of the  0.05Zr a l loy  a r e  compared i n  
Figure 13. The 6 phase i n  both a l loys  underwent considerable coarsening during 
the  high-temperature exposure. The volume f rac t ion  of the  phase remained 
e s s e n t i a l l y  constant during isothermal oxidation (0.64 - 0.68) ,  whereas the 
volume f rac t ion  of the  B phase s i gn i f i c an t l y  decreased during cyc l ic  oxidation.  
The di f ference in t he  volume f r ac t i ons  of the  phase i s  d i r e c t l y  a t t r i b u t a b l e  
t o  t he  lack of any s i gn i f i c an t  d i f fus ion path t r an s l a t i on  in the  isothermally 
oxidized a l loy .  The r e l a t i ve ly  large  l o s s  of A1 during cyc l i c  oxidation re- 
sul t s  i n  s i gn i f i c an t  d i f fus ion path t r an s l a t i on ,  changes in the  average compo- 
. s i t i o n  of the  y t  B region, and consequently, a change i n  the  volume f r ac t i on  
of the  B phase, 
Limited concentration measurements in the  y  l aye r  a f t e r  isothermal. oxida- 
t ion  up t o  1000 hours ind ica te  a  very low A1 concentration gradient .  A low A1 
concentration gradient  i s  consis tent  with the  expectat ion of a  low r equ i s i t e  
f lux  during parabolic oxidation.  The near-surface y  l aye r  was measured t o  
tt~ ickzc parabol ica l ly  with time. The t h i n  black oxide s t r i n g e r s  growing in 
frorn t h e  oxide sca le  a re  common i n  Zr-containing a l l oys  (27,.48). The growth 
of t he  oxide s t r i n g e r s  i n to  t he  subs t ra te  appears i r respec t ive  of t he  presence 
. . 
of e i t h e r  the  y or  6' phase (Figure 14).  EDS analys is  of the  s t r i n g e r s  ind ica tes  
a high A1 content (presumably A1203) with a very s l i g h t  t r a ce  of Zr. 
Figure 14, *Growth of the A1203 s t r i nge r s  i n t o  t h e  
subs t ra te  of the ~1-14Cr-24A1-3.07Zr 
a l loy  a f t e r  1OQO hours of i so t t i emal  
0x5 dation . ( 330x1 
This al loy exhibited the best cycl ic  oxidation resistance of the four 
a l l o y s  studied. Strong A1203 formation (Table I I )  resulted in a low loss  of 
scale  during cyclic oxidation, as indicated by the weight change data in Figure 
4. The near-surface y layer  increased a t  a much lower ra te  than the other 
cyc l ica l ly  oxidized a1 loys. Figure 15 shows the alloy microstructures a f t e r  
cyclic oxidation t o  1600 hours. The volume fract ion of the $ phase decreased 
only s l  ight ly  from approximately 0.62 t o  0.53 a f t e r  1600 oxidation cycles. 
The good cyclic oxidation behavior of t h i s  a l loy i s  ref lected in the low 
A1 concentration gradients in the y layer.  A low requisi te  A1 f lux associated 
w i t h  good oxide scale adherence resu l t s  in a very small decrease in the A1 
concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface.  The concentration/di stance prof i les  
are  shown in Figure 16. The 800-hour A1 concentration prof i le  appears abnor- 
mally high, most probably the resu l t  of an increased A1 content produced a t  
the casting stage. The re la t ive ly  low loss of A1 from t h i s  a l loy r e su l t s  in a 
small amount of diffusion path t rans la t ion ,  shown in Figure 17. The difference 
i n  the  concentration prof i les  resul t ing from a low, and high, requis i te  f lux 
condition can be seen by comparing the concentration prof i les  of the 
Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a1 1 oy and the Ni -19Cr-2481-0.04Zr a1 loy, shown i n  Figures 
10 and 16, respectively. The obvious difference between the concentration 
prof i les  i s  the A1 concentration a t  the oxidelmetal interface.  The in ter fac ia l  
A1 concentrati on of the Ni- 19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr a1 1 oy remains re1 a t i  vcly high 
(> 8 a t .% a f t e r  I600 hours), whereas the in te r fac ia l  concentration of the 
Ni-13Cr-2581-0.04Zr al loy i s  considerably lower (< 7.5 a t . %  a f t e r  only 800 
hours , 
The good oxide adherence of Ni-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr alloy may be due t o  
accommodation of the thermally induced s t r a ins  by the increasingly convoluted 
100 hrs. 
200 hrs. 
500 hrs. 
800 hrs. 
Figure 15. Micrographs of  the near-surface Y l a y e r  a f t e r  cyclic 
oxidat ion  of the ~i-19Cr-24A1-0.34Zr alloy. 
Figure 15. cont .  ~i-19Cr-24241-0.04Zr alloy. 
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Figure 16. Ni, Cr, and A1 concentration/distance profiles in the 
y layer after cyclic oxidation of the Ni-19Cr-24A1- 
0.04Zr alloy. 

oxide/nietal in te r face .  Oxide r idges a re  apparent in  Figures 6c - 69. The con- 
voluted oxide/metal in te r face  i s  a l so  apparent in  the  micrographs of Figure 15 
(800 - 1600 hour exposures). The source containing References 13 and 15 d i s -  
cusses t h e  theoret ical  and experin~ental aspects of s t r e s s  e f f e c t s  and oxide 
morphol oyi es duri ng oxidation . 
N i  - 14Cr-25A1-0.12Y 
The Y content of t h i s  a l loy  e f f ec t s  cyc l ic  oxidation behavior very simi- 
l a r  t o  t h a t  of the  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a1 loy. The near-surface y l ayer  
increases a t  approximately the  same r a t e  f o r  both a l loys  through 500 hours. 
The difference a t  longer times i s  probably due t o  d i f f e r en t  volume d i s to r t i ons  
which occur i n  both a l loys  a t  the  longest  oxidation time (Figure 8b).  The 
s i m i l a r i t y  in the  y-layer width between the  two a l loys  can be observed by 
comparing t h e  micrographs of t he  Y-containing a l loy  (Figure 18) with those of 
t he  Zr-containing a1 1 oy (Figure 9 ) .  
The concentrat i  onldi stance p r o f i l e s  a1 so exh ib i t  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  simi 1 a r  
t o  t he  Zr-containing a l loy .  The A1 concentration a t  the  oxidelmetal i n t e r f ace  
s i gn i f i c an t l y  decreases w i t h  increasing oxidation time, while the  A1 concen- 
t r a t i on  a t  t he  yly + 13 in te r face  s imi la r ly  increases as a r e s u l t  of d i f fus ion 
path t r ans l a t i on .  The concentrat ion/distance p ro f i l e s  a re  shown in Figure 19. 
Two A1 concentration p ro f i l e s  a re  shown f o r  the  1000-hour sample near the  
oxide/metal in terface .  The lower A1 concentration p ro f i l e  resul ted from 
measuring the  concentrations in  the  meta l l i c  sect ions  which extended p a s t ' t h e  
average oxide/metal in te r face  posi t ion.  The di f fus ion path t r ans l a t i on  i s  
shown i n  Figure 17. 
Two important points a re  worth noting i n  a  comparison of the  Y- and Zr- 
containing a1 loys. F i r s t ,  the  A1 concentration a t  the  y/y + f3 in te r face  i s  
approximately the  same f o r  both a l loys  a t  each oxidation time. This s i m i l a r i t y  
Figure 18. Micrographs of the near-surface Y layer  a f t e r  cyclic 
oxidation of the Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y alloy. 
A - 200 h r s  
m - 500 h r s  
D - 1 0 0 0  hrs  
Figure 19. Ni, Cr, and A1 concentration/distance profiles in the 
y layer after cyclic oxidation for the Ni-14Cr-28A1- 
0.12Y alloy. 
implies t h a t  Y does not s i gn i f i c an t l y  a f f ec t  the  niaximurn s o l u b i l i t y  of A1 in 
the  y phase. I t  i s  a lso  shown in  Appendix B t h a t  Zr does not appear t o  s ign i -  
f i c an t l y  a f f ec t  t h i s  sol ubil i t y .  Second, a1 though both a l loys  have approxi- 
mately the  sane y-layer width a f t e r  equivalent  oxidation times, the  A1 concen- 
t r a t i on  gradient  in the  Y-containing a l loy  i s  g rea te r  than t h a t  i n  the Zr- 
containing a l loy.  The s imi la r  y-layer widths imply t h a t  both a l loys  have l o s t  
A1 a t  approximately the same r a t e ,  f u r t he r  implying t ha t  both a l loys  have 
appt-oximately the same requ is i t e  f lux .  The di f ference in the coricentrati on 
gradients ,  b u t  t h e  saniu requ is i t e  f l ux ,  suggests t h a t  Y adversely a f f e c t s  the  
supply of A1 t o  t h e  oxidelmetal in te r face .  Since Appendix C suggests t h a t  the  
A1 f lux in the y l ayer  i s  mainly dependent on the A1 concentration gradient ,  i t  
may be inferred t ha t  Y decreases the A1 d i f f u s i v i t y  below tha t  in  the Zr- 
containing a l loy.  A g rea te r  concentration gradient  i s  therefore  required in 
t he  y l ayer  t o  supply the  same requ is i t e  f lux  as the  Zr-containing a l loy .  
The oxide s t r i nge r s  observed a f t e r  oxidation of Y-containing a1 1 oys are  
generally a t t r i bu t ed  t o  the se lec t ive  oxidation of grain-boundary y t t r i  des. 
Figure 20 shows t h e  se lec t ive  oxidation of a grain boundary y t t r i d e  a f t e r  100 
hours of cyc l i c  oxidation of the Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a l loy .  EDS analysis  of the  
unoxidized portion of the  y t t r i d e  indicated a composition of mainly Ni with 
l e s se r  amounts of Y and t race  amounts of A1 and Cr. 
Ni - 17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr 
The high Zr content of t h i s  a l loy  e f f e c t s  poor oxide spa l l ing  character-  
i s t i c s  simi 1 a r  t o  the  Ni -13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and Ni -14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a1 1 oys. The 
A1 content ,  being the highest in t h i s  a l l oy ,  r e s u l t s  in a lower growth r a t e  
of the  near-surface y layer  while s t i l l  supplying A1 t o  the oxide sca le  a t  
approximately the same r a t e  as  t he  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and the  Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y 
al loys .  The width of the  y l ayer  in t he  Ni-i7Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a l loy  i s  shown in  
Figure 20. S e l e c t i v e  ox ida t ion  of g r a i n  boundary yttrides 
on t h e  Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a l l o y  a f t e r  c y c l i c  
ox ida t ion  f o r  100 hours. (500x1 
Figure 21.  The high Zr content a l so  r e su l t s  in  an increased occurrence of 
A1 0 s t r i nge r s  in t h e  y l aye r ,  apparent in Figure 21. The increased number 2 3 
of oxide s t r i nge r s  accounts f o r  the  abnormally l a rge ,  pos i t ive  weight change 
during cyc l ic  oxidation (Figure 4 ) .  
More i n t e r e s t i ng  in the  Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a1 loy i s  the  occurrence of 
local ized breakaway oxidation a f t e r  500 and 800 oxidation cycles.  Internal  
oxidation of A1 , signaling external  formation of l e s s  protect ive  oxides of Ni 
and Cr, i s  shown in  Figure 22. An increased slope i n  the  weight change data 
a f t e r  approximately 500 oxidation cycles (Figure 4 ) ,  indicat ing rapid spa1 la -  
t ion of poorly adherent s ca l e s ,  f u r t he r  a t t e s t s  t o  the  onset of breakaway 
oxi dati  on. Breakaway oxidation occurs in  local ized regi ons because of the non- 
uniform nature of oxide spa l la t ion  from the sample surface.  The x-ray maps of 
Figure 23 show Cr-rich oxides (probably Cr203) forming i n  an i n t e rna l l y  oxi- 
dized subscale region indicat ing s i gn i f i c an t  oxygen inf lux i n t o  the  a l loy .  
Figure 22 a l so  shows a pa r t i a l  link-up of A1203 p rec ip i t a t e s  a t  the  boundary 
between t h e  y l ayer  and t he  i n t e rna l l y  oxidized zone. 
Breakaway oxidation r e su l t s  from a f a i l u r e  of the a l loy  t o  supply t he  
r equ i s i t e  A1 f l ux  f o r  sole  formation and growth of an A1203 oxide sca le .  As 
was evident from the  previously discussed a l l oys ,  the  A1 concentration a t  the  
oxide/metal in te r face  decreased with time, increasing the  A1 concentrat ion 
gradient  i n  the y l ayer ,  and allowing the  a l loy  t o  supply the r equ i s i t e  f l ux  
t o  the  oxide sca le .  Decrease of t h e  i n t e r f ac i a l  A1 conccntrztion t o  zero 
prevents fu r the r  supply of t he  r equ i s i t e  f l  u x ,  and less-protect ive  oxides wi l l  
eventually form. Formation of l ess -pro tec t ive  oxides permit a high in f lux  of 
oxygen in to  the a1 1 oy subs t ra te  in ternal  l y  oxidizing the  A1 . Further oxida- 
t ion  r e su l t s  in e i t h e r  t o t a l  in te rna l  oxidation of the  A1 in t h e  sample, w i t h  
rapid spa l l ing  of N i  and Cr oxides, o r  in ternal  oxide link-up resu l t ing  in a 
Figure 21. Micrographs of the near-surface Y layer after cyclic 
oxidation of the Ni-17Cr-28Al-O,18Zr alloy. 
P i w e  22.  Localized breakaway oxidation of the Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr 
alloy a f t e r  800 oxidation cycles a. (30x) b. Internal 
oxidation of A 1  and some C r .  (180~) 
, F i w e  23, X-ray maps of i n t e r n a l  oxidation s u b s t r a t e  shown i n  
Figure 22, a, I n t e r n a l l y  oxidized subscale (180x1 
b, Al x-ray map. 
Figure 23, cont. c. Cr x-ray map d, Ni x-ray map. 
new A1 0 protective barr ier .  The greater  the volume fraction of internal ly-  2 3 
oxidized precipi ta tes  deposited, the more tortuous the path the incoming oxygen 
must travel and the greater the chance of precipi ta te  link-up establ ishing a 
conti nuous , protecti ve oxi de scale.  Rapp (58) has reviewed the theoretical 
and experimental work regarding the sol ute concentration and di f fus iv i  t y  
necessary fo r  the t ransi t ion from internal oxidation to the formation of an 
external,  continuous oxide scale.  I t  i s  apparent from Figure 23 tha t  the 
supply of A1 t o  the internal oxidationly-layer interface i s  suf f ic ien t  t o  
reestablish a continuous A1 0 bar r ie r  by link-up of the A1203 precipi ta tes .  2 3 
The A1 concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface f o r  the Ni-17Cr-28Al- 
0.18Zr alloy decreases t o  nearly zero a f t e r  800 oxidation cycles. The A1 
concentration profi les  showed a s-ignificant difference in concentrations 
between the  five to  eight  profi les  measured a t  various locations along the 
sample surface. The profi les  are  shown in Figure 24. The two e r r o r  bars 
below the A1 concentration profi les  are indicative of the differences between 
various concentration profi les  measured on the same sample. The concentrations 
a t  the y /y+ 6 interface change in accordance with the diffusion path t ransla-  
tion shown in  Figure 17. 
The occurrence of breakaway oxidation on the 500 and 800 hour samples 
resul ts  from a f a i lu re  of the alloy t o  supply the requis i te  f lux when the A1 
concentration a t  the oxide/metal interface decreased to  nearly zero. I t  i s  
interest ing to  note tha t  t h i s  ~ l l o y  with the highest A1 content (28 a t .%)-  
undergoes breakaway oxidation before the a1 1 oys wi t h  l e s s  A1 , even though the 
requisi te  A1 flux and the weight of A1 consumed i n  t h i s  alloy will  be shown t o  
be s imilar  t o  tha t  in the Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a1 loys. 
This point will be discussed fur ther  in the next section. 
N i - 1 7 C r - 2 8 ~ 1 - 0 . 1 8 ~ r  
a - 1 0 0  h r s  
A - 2 0 0  h r s  
V -  3 4 4  h r s  
a- 4 0 0  hrs 
m - 500 h rs  
* - 800 h rs  
0 50 1 0 0  1 5 0  2 0 0  2 5 0  
D ~ S ~ O ~ C Q  (Urn) 
F2gure 24. N i ,  C r ,  and Al concentration/distance p r o f i l e s  i n  t he  
y l ayer  a f t e r  cyc l i c  oxidation f o r  the Ni-17Cr-28A1- 
0.18Zr a l loy.  
S unima ry 
The observations concerning the A1 t ranspor t  during the  cyc l i c  oxidation 
of NiCrAlZr(Y) a1 loys will  be b r i e f l y  reviewed. The di f ferences  between iso- 
thermal and cyc l ic  oxidation will  a l so  be noted. The observations from the  
experimental analys is  a re :  
1. Oxide spa l la t ion  during thermal cycling r e s u l t s  i n  a  more rapid l o s s  
of A1 over t h a t  which occurs during isothermal oxidation. The accel-  
era ted l o s s  of A1 i s  due t o  the  higher r equ i s i t e  f lux  associa ted w i t h  
cyc l i c  oxidation.  
2. Repeated oxide spa l la t ion  r e s u l t s  i n  a  decreasing A1 concentration a t  
the  oxidely-layer in te r face .  The i n t e r f ac i a l  A1 concentration de- 
creases ,  increasing t h e  concentration gradient ,  i n  order t o  supply 
the  higher r equ i s i t e  f lux.  No measurable decrease in t he  i n t e r f ac i a l  
A1 concentration was observed during isothermal oxidation.  
3. The ra te  of A1 decrease a t  t he  oxidely-layer in te r face  was in propor- 
t ion  t o  the sever i ty  of t he  oxide spa11 a t i on .  The Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr, 
the  Ni-14Cr-25Al-O.l2Y, and t he  Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a l l oys ,  a1 1 w i t h  
poor spal 1 ing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  exhibited large  decreases i n  the  i n t e r -  
fac ia l  A1 concentration a f t e r  800 - 1000 hours. In comparison, the  
Ni-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr a1 1 oy, w i t h  good spal 1 ing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  exhit: 
i t e d  a small decrease i n  the  i n t e r f ac i a l  concentration a f t e r  1600 
hours. 
4. Breakaway oxidation was observed when the  A1 concentration a t  the  
oxidely-layer in te r face  decreased t o  approximately zero i n  the  
Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a1 loy. Breakaway oxidation resu l ted  from a 
f a i l u r e  of the a l loy  t o  continue t o  supply t he  r equ i s i t e  f lux.  
5,  The y-layer width following cyc l ic  oxidation was considerably g rea te r  
than tha t  observed a f t e r  isothermal oxidation. The growth ra te  of 
the y layer in the cycl ical ly  oxidized alloys r e f l ec t s  the influence 
of the increased requisi te  f l  ux associated with oxide spa1 1 ation. 
6. The loss of A1 from f i n i t e  samples led t o  diffusion path t rans la t ion ,  
changes in the composition of both phases in the y-+ j3 region, and a  
decrease in the volume fraction of the B phase. The isothermally 
oxidized al loys,  having l o s t  re la t ive ly  1  i t t l e  A1 , showed ins igni f i -  
cant diffusion path t ranslat ion or  decrease in the volume fract ion 
of the j3 phase. 
NUMERICAL M O D E L I N G  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
~umerical Model ing 
Numerical models may be used t o  simulate and predict the diffusional 
transport in alloys a t  elevated temperatures. Most numerical models are  based 
on f i  n i  te-di fference techniques which permit considerable f lex i  bi 1 i ty  when a 
closed-form analytical solution i s  not possible. The f lexi  bi1 i ty of a numeri- 
cal model a1 lows incorporati on of concentration-dependent diffusion coef f ic ien ts ,  
complex boundary condi t i  ons , non-i sothermal temperature conditions, and over- 
lapping diffusion f ie lds .  A number of binary and ternary numerical models 
u t i l iz ing  f ini te-difference techniques have been developed t o  simulate diffu-  
si  on under various conditions (59-62).  Even with the increased f l  exi bi 1 i  t y ,  
numerical models s t i l l  require some assumptions i n  order t o  determine a 
sol ution. 
Numeri cal model i  n g  of atomi c di f fus i  on in systems containing moving 
boundaries requires solution of Fick's second law in a1 1 sing1 e-phase regions 
constrained by mass balances a t  the moving boundaries. If concentration- 
independent diffusion coeff ic ients  are  assumed, Fick's second law for  the 
NiCrAl system can be s tated as ( 6 3 ) :  
where CAl and CCr  are the A1 and Cr concentrations, respectively. The parameters 
x and t re fer  to  distance and time, respectively. The four diffusion coeff i -  
cients-DAlAl ., DCrCr  D A I C r ,  and dcrAl -will be defined shortly.  
The mass balance a t  the yly-l-P interface has the form: 
where: - dg - velocity of the y/y + 8 interface,  d t 
JY = A1 flux in the y  phase evaluated a t  the y / y +  interface,  A1 ,< 
c i l  = A1 concentration in y + 8 region, 
cY = A1 concentration in the y  phase a t  the y / y +  f3 interface.  A1 
The Cr concentration parameters in Eq. 2b a re  defined similarly to  those f o r  
the Al. The A1 and Cr fluxes are  defined by the right-most term within the 
brackets i n  Eqs. 2a and 2b. DAIAl  and Dcrcr in Eqs. 1 and 2 a re  the main or 
d i rec t  diffusion coefficients relat ing the A1 concentration gradient t o  the A1 
flux and the Cr concentration gradient t o  the Cr flux (right-most terms, Eqs. 
2a and Zb), respectively. D A I C r  and D ~ r ~ l  are  the cross term, or indi rec t ,  
diffusion coeff ic ients  relat ing the Cr concentration ~ r a d i e n t  t o  the A1 f lux 
and the A1 concentration gradient t o  the Cr flux (right-most terms, Eqs. 2a 
and 2 b ) ,  respectively. The terms containing D A I C r  and  D ~ r ~ l  in  Eqs. 1 and 2 ' 
are referred t o  as the cross terms which describe the e f f ec t  of one component 
on the diffusion of other components in ternary and more complex systems ( 6 3 ) .  
Loss of a component from the metal substrate a t  a f ree  surface resu l t s  in 
recession of the metal substrate.  The appropriate equation describing the 
metal recession due t o  loss of A1 from the y  phase in NiCrAl al loys i s :  
dg - velocity of the metal substrate recession, where: -
. d t  
- 
V ~ l  = part ia l  molar volume of A1 in the y phase, 
cS = A1 concentration in the y phase a t  the oxide/y-layer interface,  A 1 
~i~ = A1 f lux in the y phase evaluated a t  the oxide/y-layer interface 
(defined similarly to  the right-bracketed term in Eq. 2a).  
The greater the par t ia l  molar volume of Al, the greater  the surface recession 
caused by loss of A1 from the metal substrate.  
The second goal of t h i s  research consisted in developing a model t o  simu- 
l a t e  the A1 diffusion in y +  B NiCrAl alloys during cycl ic  oxidation. As pre- 
viously shown, the diffusion of A1 to  form an A1203 oxide scale resu l t s  in the 
growth of a near-surface y layer. The loss  of A1 from the metal substrate  
resulted in the recession of the Al2O3/y-layer interface.  Hence, i t  was 
necessary t o  determine the A1 diffusion in the near-surface y layer constrained 
by the  y / y +  f3 and A1 0 /y-layer moving boundaries. The cross term e f f e c t  of 2 3 
the Cr concentration gradient was neglected on the basis tha t  DAIAl  was much 
greater than D A I C r ,  as suggested by the diffusion couple work in  Appendix C. 
Therefore, the A1 transport  was modeled on the assumption that  the A1 concen- 
t ra t ion  gradient was the dominant driving force for  A1 diffusion. 
A numerical model was developed capable of predicting A1 concentration/ 
distance prof i les ,  the yly + B interface motion, the oxidely-layer surface 
recession, and the weight of A1 consumed. In addition, the model could pre- 
d ic t  the time to breakaway oxidation by predicting the time the A1 concentra- 
tion a t  the oxide/y-layer interface approached zero. Seven assumptions were 
made in the development of the numerical model. They were: 
1. The diffusion coeff ic ients  were independent of concentration. 
2. The yly + B interface was planar. 
3. The oxide/?-layer interface was planar. 
4. The part ia l  molar volume of A1 was independent of concentration and 
phase. 
5. Sample heat-up and cool-down times were rapid; i  . e . ,  diffusion only 
occurred a t  1200°C. 
6. Only A1203 was formed. 
7. The driving force fo r  A1 was solely the resu l t  of the A1 concentration 
gradient. 
The f in i  te-difference forms of Fick's second law and the mass balances a t  
each interface were ut i l ized t o  describe the A1 diffusion. The resulting 
diffusion equations to  be solved were: 
in the y layer;  
a t  the y/y + 6 interface;  and 
a t  the oxidely-layer interface,  where the concentration and f lux parameters 
refer  only to  Al, and D refers  to  the diffusion coeff ic ient  approximating DAIAl  
as discussed in Appendix C .  All other parameters are  described previously f o r  
Eqs. 1, 2 ,  and 3.  
The boundary condition a t  the oxide/y-layer interface may be s ta ted  as 
e i the r  a time-dependent flux (J:) or as  a time-dependent interface concentra- 
tion (cS).  If  the flux (J:) o r  the specif ic  ra te  of A1 consumption ( i  . e . ,  the 
requisi te  f lux)  i s  k n o w n ,  the in te r fac ia l  A1 concentration can be determined 
from the right-most term in E q .  4c and Fick's second law in the y layer ( E q .  4a) .  
Similarly,  i f  the  A1 concentration a t  t he  in te r face  (cS)  i s  known, Eqs. 4a and 
4c a1 loy t he  f lux (J:) t o  be determined. The i n t e r f ac i a l  A1 concentration ( c S ) ,  
es t in~a ted  from the concentration/di stance p ro f i l e s  measured on t he  cycl i c a l l y  
oxidized a l l oys ,  was input t o  the  model. The range of concentration gradients 
measured on the  cyc l i ca l l y  oxidized a l loys  did not f a c i l i t a t e  easy est imation 
of t he  f lux  (J!). 
The time dependence of the  A1 concentration a t  the  y / y + B  in t e r f ace  was 
a l so  input t o  the  model. The A1 concentration a t  t h i s  in te r face  increased w i t h  
t i m  as  the  diffusion paths t rans la ted  toward the  Ni-rich portion of the  phase 
diagram. The time dependence of the  A1 concentration a t  the  y / y +  6 in te r face  
and a t  the  oxidely-layer in te r face  i s  shown in  Figure 25. The f in i t e -d i f fe rence  
form of the  diffusion equations and the  basic operations of the  numerical model 
are  described in g rea te r  de t a i l  i n  Appendix D. The determination of the  d i f -  
fusion coef f ic ien t s  f o r  each a l loy  i s  shown and discussed i n  Appendix C.  
Results and Discussion 
A1 Concentration Prof i l es  and y-Layer Widths 
The numerical model i s  able  t o  predic t  accurately the  A1 concentration 
prof i l es  and y- layer  widths through 500 hours f o r  the  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a l loy.  
The anomalous volume expansion of t h i s  a l loy  r e s u l t s  in  the  underestimation of 
the  y-layer width f o r  the  800-hour prediction.  The predicted and measured A1 
concentrat ion/distance p ro f i l e s  are  shown in Figure 26. 
Simil a r l y ,  the  concentrat ion/distance p ro f i l e s  and y-1 ayer widths a r e  
accurately predicted f o r  the  Ni-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a l loy  through 500 hours. Again 
the anomalous volume expansion r e s u l t s  i n  the underestimation of the  y-layer 
width a t  1000 hours. The concentration/di stance p ro f i l e s  a re  shown in Figure 
27. The curvature in the  500-hour and 1000-hour A1 concentration p ro f i l e s  i s  
greater  than t he  curvature in  t he  predicted profi l e s .  The addit ional  curvature 
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may be the resul t  of e i the r  a concentration dependence of the diffusion coeffi-  
c ient ,  the diffusion coeff ic ient  decreasing as the A1 concentration decreases; 
or the e f f ec t  of the Cr concentration profi le  on the A1 diffusion. 
The concentration/distance profi les  and y-layer widths were predicted 
with moderate success for  the Ni-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr alloy. This alloy exhibited 
the best oxide spa1 1 i  ng  character is t ics  of  the four a1 1 oys studied and, conse- 
quently, has lo s t  the l eas t  A1 t o  the formation of A1203 Since the requisi te  
flux for  t h i s  alloy was relat ively low, the concentration gradients measured 
and predicted were also low in comparison with the other a1 loys. The measured 
and predicted concentration/distance profi les  for  t h i s  a1 loy are  shown in 
Figure 28. Small changes in the time dependence of the A1 concentration a t  
the oxide/metal interface,  o r  a t  the y/y+B interface,  resulted in large changes 
in the y-layer width. In addition, small differences in the i n i t i a l  a l loy com- 
position could also resul t  in large differences between the predicted and 
observed behavior. An example of t h i s  i s  the high A1 concentration measured 
in the y layer of the 800-hour sample. The predicted concentration prof i le  i s  
much lower than tha t  measured resulting in an overestimation of the y-layer 
width. 
The concentrati onldistance profi les  and y-1 ayer width for  the Ni-17Cr-28A1- 
0.13Zr a1 loy were also predicted with moderate success. The width of the y 
layer was predicted f a i r l y  well through 500 hours b u t  overestimated a t  800 
hours. The 500-hour and 800-hour samples were both from a different  melt than 
the shorter-time samples and appear to  have a s l igh t ly  higher A1 concentration 
a t  the y /y+ B interface t h a n  what would be expected based on the shorter-time 
concentration profiles.  The measured and predicted concentration/distance 
profiles are shown in Figure 29. 
The longer-time concentration profi les  exhibi t  more curvature than the 


predicted concentration profi les .  The additional curvature could be due to  
ei  ther  concentrati on-dependent di ffusion coeffi cien t s  or the cross-term e f fec t  
of the,  Cr concentration profi 1 es. The curvature in the concentration gradients 
near the oxide/metal interface may also be due to  the very i r regular  shape of 
t h i s  interface caused by the protrusion of the A1203 str ingers  into the y layer. 
The A1 diffusion in t h i s  region may not be in the single direction towards the 
oxide/metal interface b u t  in three directions as A1 also diffuses t o  the oxide 
s t r ingers  in a direction parallel  t o  the sample surface. The increased sinks 
for  the A1 diffusion could ef fec t  lower A1 concentrations and steeper A1 
gradients in the regions containing the oxide s t r ingers .  
The a b i l i t y  of the model to  predict the width of the y layer  for  each of 
the four cycl ical ly  oxidized alloys i s  shown in Figure 30. The Ni-14Cr-24A1- 
0.07Zr al loy a f t e r  isothermal oxidation i s  shown also.  Good agreement i s  
evident for  each of the a1 loys excluding the 800-hour Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr Sam- 
ple and the 1000-hour tdi-14Cr-25A1-0.12Y sample, both of which exhibited 
anomal ous vol unie expansi ons . 
The agreement between the predicted and experimentally determined weight 
of A1 consumed i s  shown in Figure 31. The experimental values were determined 
graphically by the use of Figures 26-29.  The anomalous volume expansions 
and the inabi l i ty  to  determine accurately the oxide/metal surface recession a t  
longer times prohibited the experimental determination of the weight of A1 con- 
sumed beyond 500 hours. Because of the sca t t e r  in the ccrlcenfratian values in 
Figures 26-29 ,  the accuracy of  the experimental values i s  estimated to  be 
+ 15%. Figure 31 shows tha t  the Ni-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr alloy exhibi ts  the lowest 
loss of Al, consistent with the observation of good spalling charac ter i s t ics  
a t t r ibuted to  an adherent A1203 oxide scale.  The a1 loys Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr. 
Ni-14Cr-25Al-O.l2Y, and Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr exhibi t  a high loss  of A1 indicating 
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poor sca le  adherence during cyc l ic  oxidation. I t  i s  i n t e r e s t i ng  t o  note t h a t  
the a1 loy with t he  best scale  adherence contained the  lowest Zr content which 
was obtained by leaching Zr from a z i rconia  c ruc ib le  during the  me1 t i n g  process. 
Breakaway Oxi dat ion 
Predicting the  time t o  breakaway oxidation can be i l l u s t r a t e d  f o r  the  
Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a1 loy and t he  Ni- 17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a1 loy. Figure 31 indi-  
ca tes  t h a t  both a l loys  have l o s t  approximately the  same amount of A1 a f t e r  800 
hours of cyc l ic  oxidation.  Hence, the r equ i s i t e  f luxes  f o r  both a l loys  were 
approximately equal. After  several hundred oxidation cycles,  the  r equ i s i t e  
f lux  approaches a constant  value as t h e  average oxide sca le  tends toward a 
constant thickness.  The constant oxide-scale thickness i s  a consequence of 
scale  growth being equal t o  sca le  spa l la t ion  during each cycle. This behavior 
r e su l t s  i n  the l i nea r  portion of the paral inear  weight change curves shown i n  
Figure 4. 
An approximately equal time-independent f lux (J:) was input t o  the  numeri- 
cal model as  a boundary condition a t  the  oxidely-layer in te r face  f o r  the  
Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and Ni-l7Cr-24A1-0.18Zr a1 1 oys. The A1 concentration a t  
the  oxidely-1 ayer in te r face  of the  higher-A1 -containing a l loy  was predicted t o  
approach zero a t  a  much shor te r  time. The input f l ux  and the  predicted i n t e r -  
fac ia l  A1 concentration i s  shown i n  Figure 32. A parabol ical ly  decreasing f l ux  
and t he  resu l t ing  time-independent i n t e r f ac i a l  A1 concentration f o r  t he  iso- 
thermal oxidation of t he  Ni-14Cr-24A1-0.07Zr a1 loy i s  a1 so  shown. The experi- 
mental s c a t t e r  in t he  A1 concentration near the  oxide/y-layer in te r face  in the  
Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a l loy suggests t h a t  breakaway oxidation over much of the 
sample surface could occur before 1000 oxidation cycles.  The observation of 
l imited breakaway oxidation a f t e r  500 hours, and t he  occurrence of g rea te r  
areas undergoing breakaway oxidation a f t e r  800 hours (Figure 22) ,  confirm the  
Time hrs 
Figure 32.  Input f lux  (Jsurface ) and the r e su l t i ng  A 1  concentration 
a t  the oxide/metal in te r face .  The f l ux  and i n t e r f a c i a l  
A1 concentration f o r  isothermal oxidation i s  a l so  shown. 
model 's p r e d i c t i o n  o f  t h e  e a r l y  f a i l u r e  of t h e  high-A1 a1 l o y  even though both  
a1 l o y s  have l o s t  approximately equal amounts o f  A l .  
The t ime t o  breakaway o x i d a t i o n  i s  dependent on the  a l l o y  composi t ion and 
the  A1 d i f f u s i v i t y .  The A1 content ,  as j u s t  shown, i s  n o t  a  s u f f i c i e n t  param- 
e t e r  f o r  rank ing  a l l o y s  according t o  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  r e s i s t  breakaway ox ida-  
t i o n .  The a l l o y  composit ion, s p e c i f i c a l l y  w i t h  regard  t o  i t s  p o s i t i o n  i n  t h e  
y + 6 reg ion  of t he  phase diagram, and t h e  d i f f u s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t ,  r e l a t i n g  t h e  
A1 f l u x  t o  the  concent ra t ion  grad ien t ,  must a l so  be considered when p r e d i c t i n g  
breakaway ox ida t i on .  The importance of t he  d i f f u s i v i t y  and a l l o y  p o s i t i o n  i n  
t h e  phase diagram can be seen i n  a comparison of t h e  two a l l o y s  p r e v i o u s l y  
discussed, v iz . ,  the  Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr and t h e  Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a l l o y s .  
The d i f f u s i v i t y  o f  t he  low-A1 Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a l l o y  was measured as tw ice  
t h a t  o f  t h e  h i  gh-A1 Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr a1 l oy .  Therefore, t he  low-A1 a1 l o y  
cou ld  supply t h e  same A1 f l u x  t o  t h e  ox ide lmeta l  i n t e r f a c e  as the  high-A1 a l l o y  
bu t  w i t h  o n l y  h a l f  t he  A1 concent ra t ion  grad ien t .  The d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h e  con- 
c e n t r a t i o n  grad ien ts  near  t h e  oxide/metal i n t e r f a c e  i s  obvious f rom a compari- 
son o f  t h e  p r e d i c t e d  A1 concent ra t ion  p r o f i l e s  f o r  each a l l o y  a t  800 hours, 
shown i n  F igure  33, where bo th  a l l o y s  a r e  supp ly ing  the  same r e q u i s i t e  f l u x  
(F igure  32).  
Two impor tan t  p o i n t s  regard ing  t h e  bu l k  a l l o y  composit ion and p o s i t i o n  i n  
t h e  phase diagram can be noted i n  F igure  33. F i r s t ,  t h e  high-A1 a l l o y  has a  
l a r g e  concent ra t ion  drop a t  t h e  y/y+ i3 i n t e r f a c e ,  f rom t h e  bu l k  concen t ra t i on  
(Co) t o  the  maximum s o l u b i l i t y  o f  A1 i n  t h e  y phase (C ) The l a r g e  concen- YB 
t r a t i o n  d i f f e r e n c e  a t  t h e  y/y+ f3 i n t e r f a c e  a l lows t h e  high-A1 (28  a t .%A l )  a l l o y  
t o  supply t h e  s a w  amount o f  A1 t o  t h e  ox ide a f t e r  800 hours w i t h  l e s s  than 
th ree - fou r ths  the  dep le t i on  w id th  o f  t h e  low-A1 (25 a t . % A l )  a l l o y  (see Figures 
l b  and l c ) .  The second p o i n t  t o  no te  i s  t h a t  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t he  high-A1 a l l o y  
0 
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Figure 33. Predicted A l  concentration p ro f i l e s  fo r  800 
oxidation cycles of the Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr 
and the  Ni-13Cr-25Al-0.05Zr a l loys ,  
i n  t he  y + @ f i e l d  r e su l t s  i n  a low value of t he  maximum s o l u b i l i t y  of Al in 
the  y phase ( C  ) Consequently, the A1 concentration a t  the  oxidely-layer 
Y B 
in te r face  i s  lower than t ha t  i n  the  low-A1 a l l oy .  The same statement would be 
t rue  even i f  the  d i f f u s i v i t i e s ,  and therefore  the  concentration grad ien t s ,  of 
both a l loys  were equal (see  Figures l b  and Id ) .  An optimum y + 6 a1 loy compo- 
s i t i o n  may be se lected t o  maximize the  time before breakaway oxidation.  The 
a l loy would be chosen with the  highest possible A1 s o l u b i l i t y  in t he  y phase 
(Cyg) and the maximum A1 content (Co) e f fec t ing  a 1 ow y-1 ayer growth r a t e .  An 
a1 lay f i t t i n g  t h i s  descr ipt ion i s  indicated as  point A on the  ternary phase 
diagram in  Figure 33. 
The assumptions made in the  development of the  numerical model can be 
examined t o  ident i fy  some of the  possible sources of inaccuracy introduced t o  
the  model. The assumption of a planar in te r face  a t  the  y / y + g  boundary appears 
j u s t i f i e d  by the observation t h a t  the  boundary remains planar on a macroscopic 
scale  (Figures 9 ,  13, 15, 18, and 21) and by the  f a c t  t ha t  no concentration 
gradients were observed in  the  y + B  region of any sample. The assumption of a 
constant molar volume seems reasonable based on the  observation t h a t  consider- 
able var ia t ion in the pa r t i a l  molar volume r e s u l t s  in  r e l a t i ve ly  small changes 
i n  the  overall  diffusion behavior (Appendix D ) .  The assumption of exclusive 
formation of A1203 was accepted even though some oxides containing N i  and Cr 
were observed. Formation of Ni o r  Cr oxides would acce le ra te  the  motion of t he  
oxide/metal in te r face  b u t  vloulC be expected t o  have no grea te r  e f f e c t  on the  
overall d i f fus ion behavior than the  pa r t i a l  molar volume. The assumption t h a t  
negl i g i  ble di f fus ion occurs during heating and cool ing of the sample appears 
j u s t i f i ed  considering t he  exponential re la t ionsh ip  of the di f fus ion coe f f i c i en t  
w i t h  temperature. The assumption of a planar in te r face  a t  the oxidely-layer 
in terface  was only an approximation t o  the  actual case ,  espec ia l ly  f o r  the a1 loy 
c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  h ighes t  Z r  concent ra t ion  (Ni  -17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr). Th is  assumption 
may have accounted f o r  some of t he  inacuracy i n  the  p r e d i c t e d  concent ra t ion  
p r o f i l e s  e s p e c i a l l y  near t h e  o x i d e l y - l a y e r  i n t e r f a c e .  The assumption o f  n e g l i -  
g i b l e  cross- term e f f e c t s  ( i  e .  , DAIAl 
" D ~ l ~ r  ) has been adequately discussed 
i n  Appendix C. No c o n c l ~ l s i v e  j u s t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  t h e  concent ra t ion  independence 
o f  t h e  d i f f u s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  can be given. Any concen t ra t i on  dependence o f  
t he  d i f f u s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  cou ld  e a s i l y  account f o r  most o f  t h e  discrepancy 
between t h e  p r e d i c t e d  and measured concen t ra t i on  p r o f i l e s .  Based on the  d i f -  
f u s i  on da ta  f o r  the  sinl i  1  a r  CoCrAl systems (64) ,  DAIAl cou ld  e a s i l y  vary  w i t h  
composit ion by an o rde r  o f  magnitude. A f u r t h e r  assumption, n o t  e x p l i c i t l y  
s ta ted ,  was t h a t  t he  i n i t i a l  composi t ion o f  each sample, o x i d i z e d  a t  d i f f e r e n t  
t imes, was the  same. Possib le except ions t o  t h i s  assumption were noted f o r  
a l l o y s  Ni-19Cr-24A1-0.04Zr and Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr. 
Summary 
The r e s u l t s  o f  numei- ica l ly  model ing t h e  A1 t r a n s p o r t  du r ing  the  c y c l i c  
o x i d a t i o n  o f  y +  NiCrAl a l l o y s  w i l l  be b r i e f l y  reviewed. The r e s u l t s  were: 
1. The A1 c o n c e n t r a t i o n l d i  stance p r o f i l e s  r e s u l t i n g  f rom c y c l i c  ox ida-  
t i o n  of t he  y +  B a l l o y s  were p r e d i c t e d  f a i r l y  accu ra te l y  through 500 
hours. The anomalous volume d i s t o r t i o n s  i n  two of t h e  a l l o y s ,  and 
d i f f e rences  i n  t he  800-hour a l l o y  composit ions i n  two o f  t h e  a l l o y s ,  
d i d  n o t  f a c i l i t a t e  accurate p r e d i c t i o n s  beyond 500 hours. 
2. The y - l a y e r  widths and the  weight  o f  A1 consumed were 1  ikewise  pre-  
d i c t e d  w i t h  good accuracy through 500 hours b u t  w i t h  l e s s  accuracy 
beyond 500 hours. 
3. The experimental  A1 concent ra t ion /d is tance p r o f i l e s  showed more 
curva ture  than those p r e d i c t e d  f o r  several  o f  t h e  a l l o y s .  The 
increased curva ture  cou ld  be t h e  r e s u l t  o f  cross- term e f f e c t s  or,  
more l i k e l y ,  a  concen t ra t i on  dependence o f  the A1 d i f f u s i v i  t y .  
4. Breakaway o x i d a t i o n  was c o r r e c t l y  p r e d i c t e d  t o  occur  i n  t h e  a l l o y  
w i t h  the g rea tes t  A1 conten t  be fore  an a l l o y  w i t h  a l ower  A1 conten t .  
CONCLUSIONS 
Several conclusions niay be drawn from the present study of the A1 trans- 
port during the cyclic oxidation of y + (3 NiCrAlZr(Y) al loys.  The conclusions 
from the experimental resu l t s  are: 
1. Oxide spal la t ion resu l t s  in an accelerated loss of A1  from the sample. 
2. Repeated oxide spallation resu l t s  i n  a decreasing A1 concentration a t  
the oxi de/y-1 ayer i nterface. 
3. The ra te  of A1 decrease a t  the oxidely-layer interface i s  i n  propor- 
t ion t o  the severity of the oxide spal la t ion.  
4. Breakaway oxidation occurs when the A1 concentration a t  the oxide/ 
y-l ayer i nterface i s  approximately zero. 
5. The y-1 ayer' w i d t h  thickens a t  an accelerated, non-parabol i c  rate .  
6 .  The loss of A1 from f i n i t e  samples leads t o  diffusion path t ransla-  
t i on ,  changes i n  the composition of both phases in the y + @  region, 
and a related decrease in the volume fraction of the @ phase. 
The conclusions from the numerical modeling study are: 
1. The diffusional transport  of A1 i n  the y-phase layer can be modeled 
w i t h  acceptable accuracy t o  predict  the y-1 ayer thickness , the 
concentration/distance prof i les ,  and the weight of A1 consumed. 
2. Breakaway oxidation can be predicted from the bulk al loy composition, 
approximate diffusion coeff ic ients ,  and the requisi te  flux. 
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APPENDIX A 
TECHNIQUE OF QUANTITATIVE ELECTRON t~1ICROSCOPY 
The N i ,  C r ,  and A1 concent ra t ions  i n  each o f  t he  NiCrAlZr(Y)  a l l o y s  were 
determi ned by use o f  a scanning e l e c t r o n  microscope (SEM) , an energy-d i  spe rs i  ve 
x-ray spectrometer (EDS), and a numerical  c o r r e c t i o n  scheme. The SEM was a 
JEOL JSM 35C operated a t  an a c c e l e r a t i n g  p o t e n t i a l  o f  20 KeV and a beam c u r r e n t  
o f  approximate ly  1 x loe9 amperes. The ins t rument  was equipped w i t h  a beam 
c u r r e n t  s t a b i  l i z e r .  The x-ray source s ize ,  o r  approximate vo l  ume produc ing  
x-rays (65)  was c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be 1.0 - 1.5 pm. The EDS system cons i s ted  o f  an 
EDAX S i ( L i )  count ing  system coupled t o  a 711 s e r i e s  mul t ichannel  analyzer .  
The EDS system was connected t o  a Texas Inst rument  733 ASR high-speed data 
te rm ina l  i n t e r f a c e d  t o  a Data General NOVA2 mini-computer. The m in i  -computer 
conta ined bo th  peak s t r i p p i n g  rou t i nes  and var ious  c o r r e c t i o n a l  schemes. 
The c o r r e c t i o n a l  scheme used i n  t h i s  study accounts f o r  the  t h r e e  main 
sources o f  i n t e r f e r e n c e  between elements i n  an a1 1 oy. The th ree  i n t e r f e r e n c e  
e f f e c t s  accounted fo r  are: 
1. The v a r i a t i o n  i n  the genera t ion  of x-rays due t o  changes i n  t h e  m a t r i x  
composit ion and t h e  i n c i d e n t  e l e c t r o n  energy. This  e f f e c t  i s  commonly 
r e f e r r e d  t o  as t h e  "atomic number e f fec t "  (Z)  because of  i t s  depend- 
ence on the  average atomic number o f  t h e  ma t r i x .  
2. Tlie absorp t ion  (A) of the x-rays c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  o f  one element by t h e  
o t h e r  elements i n  the  ma t r i x .  The degree o f  absorp t ion  i s  dependent 
on the depth d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  generated x-rays and on t h e  absorp- 
t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  each o f  t h e  o t h e r  elements i n  t h e  m a t r i x .  
3.  The secondary f luorescence ( F )  o f  x- rays generated by one element when 
i t  absorbs t h e  pr imary  x-rays generated by a second element. 
The equat ions t o  account f o r  t h e  above i n t e r f e r e n c e  e f f e c t s  a re  corninonly 
referred to  as ZAF corrections. The correctional scheme used in t h i s  study 
(66) was a ntodified version of the original computer program, designated FRAFE, 
incorporating the ZAF corrections.  Input to  the program consisted of the x-ray 
intensi ty  ra t ios  (described l a t e r )  for  each elenient in the matrix, the char- 
a c t e r i s t i c  x-ray l ine  being used (Ka in the present s tudy) ,  the operating 
voltage, and the angles between the  incident electron beam, sample surface,  
and the EDS col lector .  
The typical sequence of s teps to  determine the concentration a t  a s ingle  
point in the matrix i s  given below. The SEM was operated in the spot mode f o r  
a s e t  time, usually between four and f ive minutes. The continuous spectrum 
with the charac ter i s t ic  peaks fo r  N i ,  Cr, and A1 was coilected and stored by 
the EDS and multichannel analyzer. The continuous spectrum from the multi- 
channel analyzer was entered into the mini-computer, and the K peaks o f  N i ,  
C1 
Cr, and A1 were stripped from the continuous spectrum by numerical routines 
stored in the mini-computer. The stripped KC1 peak in t ens i t i e s  were divided by 
t h e i r  respective pure element (Ni , Cr, and A1 ) i n t ens i t i e s ,  measured under the 
s a w  operating conditions. The resul t ing quotients,  commonly referred t o  as 
the in t ens i ty ,  or  k ,  r a t ios  f o r  each element were input back in to  the m i n i -  
computer along with the operating voltage of the SEM, the charac ter i s t ic  x-ray 
l i n e  used to determine the in tens i ty  r a t i o s j  and the appropriate angles as  
previously described. The computer program applied the ZAF corrections t o  the 
in tens i ty  r a t io s  and l i s t e d  the weight f ract ion f o r  each elercmt. In almost 
a l l  cases,  the sum of the weight f ract ions of Ni, Cr, and A1 was in the range 
0.95 - 1.00, most often between 0.98 - 1.00. 
Nine NiCrAl a l loys  of unknown composition were analyzed by the above 
procedure t o  determine the accuracy of the ZAF correctional routines,  Seven 
- 
y-phase a l loys  and two 8-phase al loys were fabricated and homogenized a t  1200°C 
f o r  a week. The saniples were sec t ioned and a p o r t i o n  of each sample was 
analyzed by atorllic absorp t ion  a t  t h e  NASA Lewis Research Center. The remain ing 
p o r t i o n  o f  each a l l o y  was analyzed f o l l o w i n g  the  procedure as descr ibed above. 
The composit ions as determined by atomic absorp t ion  are  compared w i t h  t h e  
con~pos i t ions  determined w i t h  t h e  ZAF c o r r e c t i o n  r o u t i n e s  i n  Tab le  A-1.' As 
shown, t he  r e l a t i v e  e r r o r s  a re  t h e  g rea tes t  f o r  t h e  A1 concent ra t ion ;  b u t  t h e  
rnaxinlum r e l a t i v e  e r r o r  o n l y  amounts t o  l e s s  than 0.5 w t . %  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  t h e  A1 
concent ra t ion .  Therefore,  t he  accuracy of t h e  A1 concen t ra t i on  as determined 
i n  t h i s  study, a t  t h e  worst ,  c o u l d  be s e t  a t  approx imate ly  + 10% r e l a t i v e ,  
which amounts t o  an abso lu te  e r r o r  o f  l e s s  than 0.5 w t . % A l  (Q 1.0 a t . % A l ) .  
t ~ h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  n ine  standards i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  t h e  nieasured phase 
boundaries o f  t h e  NiCrAl system a t  1200°C are  shown i n  t h e  phase diagram o f  
F igure  8 -1  i n  Appendix B. 
TABLE A-1 
C0:~IPARISON OF T!iE NI, Cr ,  AND A 1  COXCENTRATIONS AS MEASURED 
BY ATOMIC ABSORPt1'ION AND TECHNIQUE USED I N  THIS STUGY* 
* * 
Atomic Absorp t ion  ZAF C o r r e c t i o n  % R e l a t i v e  
Rout ines  E r r o r  
y phase 
62.57 34.34 3.09 64.56 34.59 3.16 
66.54 29.50 3.96 67.89 29.20 4.39 
70.28 24.74 4.98 70.16 24.67 4.92 
76.41 17.95 5.64 75.63 17.62 5 .91  
73.40 24.26 2.34 76.20 24.50 2.35 
79.83 17.88 2.29 80.81 17.54 2.22 
. 90.34 7.10 2.56 89.30 6.67 2.33 
(3 phase 
66.77 14.84 18.39 65.92 15.40 18.58 1 . 3  3.8 1 .0  0.85 0.56 0.19 
73.21 8.00 18.79 73.49 7.85 18.53 0.4 1.9 1 - 4  0.28 0.15 0.26 
* 
a l l  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  i n  wt.% ' 
** 
% r e l a t i v e  e r r o r  = ( A t .  Abs . - ZAF) / A t .  Abs. n 100  
APPENDIX B 
EFFECTIVE NiCrAl PHASE DIAGRAM AT 1200°C 
An e f f ec t i ve  phase diagram for  t he  NiCrAl system a t  1200°C was determined 
and u t i l  ized throughout t h i s  study. Quant i t a t ive  e lect ron microscopy (Appendix 
A )  in the  y +  (3 region of various a l loys  yielded the  concentration of t h e y  phase 
a t  the  y /y+  fi phase boundary and the concentration of the  B phase a t  the  y/y+p, 
phase boundary. The concentration of the  y  phase a t  the  y / y + p  phase boundary 
demonstrated a good f i t  t o  a s ingle  l i n e  when plot ted on the  NiCrAl phase dia-  
gram, whereas the  concentration of the  phase a t  the B/y+B phase boundary 
showed more s c a t t e r  about a s ing le  l i n e .  The experimentally determined data 
points and t h e  e f f ec t i ve  phase boundaries, indicated as so l i d  1 ines ,  a r e  shown 
i n  Figure B-1. The concentrations and heat treatments a r e  given in Table B - 1 .  
Two points of pa r t i cu l a r  i n t e r e s t  in t h i s  study can be noted by reference 
t o  the  e f f ec t i ve  y / y + $  phase boundary. F i r s t ,  the  boundary shows no par- 
t i c u l a r  dependence on the  Zr o r  Y content of the  a l loys .  In addi t ion,  the 
Ni-13.9Cr-25.1A1 a1 1 oy, containing no Zr, shows the  same approximate concen- 
t r a t i on  a t  the phase boundary as the Ni-13Cr-25A1-0.05Zr a1 loy. Hence, there  
i s  no s i gn i f i c an t  dependence of the  y / y + p  phase boundary on the  Zr o r  Y con- 
t en t  of the  examined a l loys .  Second, the  concentrations of the y  phase a t  the  
y/y + f3 phase boundary show the same f i t  t o  a s ing le  1 ine regardless of whether 
the a l loy was isothermally annealed as  par t  of a d i f fus ion couple, isothermally 
oxidized, o r  cycl i c a l  l y  oxidized (where di f fus ion path trans1 a t ion caused 'a 
change in t he  concentration of the  y  and fi phases with t ime) .  Therefore, i t  
appears t h a t  the y  and fi phases were a t  thermodynamic equilibrium during the 
elevated temperature period of cycl i  c  oxidation. 
The y / y+  and t he  ply + fi phase boundaries determined -in t h i s  study are  
a t  lower A1 concentrations than the  published NiCrAl phase diagram f o r  1150°C. 

TABLE B-1 
ALLOY COMPOSITION AT THE Y/Y+B AND B/y+B BOUNDARIES 
-- ----- 
Alloy ;: ~ l l o y  Composition ( a t .  %) 
C r  A 1  -- - Z r  (Y 1 
1 13.3 24.7 0.05 
Standards 
Treatment 
c y c l i c a l l y  oxidized 100, 200 
500, & 800 hours. 
c y c l i c a l l y  oxidized 100, 
200, 500, 1000 hours. 
c y c l i c a l l y  oxidized 100, 
200, 344, 400, 500, 800 
hours. 
c y c l i c a l l y  oxidized 100, 
200, 500, 800, 1600 hours. 
i so thermal ly  oxidized 200 
and 1000 hours. 
c y c l i c a l l y  oxidized 800 
hours. 
i so thermal ly  oxidized 200 
hours. 
c y c l i c a l l y  oxidized 200 
hours. 
isothermal anneal  i n  excess 
of  100 hours ( d i f f u s i o n  couple) .  
isothermal anneal  i n  excess of 
100 hours (d i f fus ion  couple) . 
isothermal anneal  i n  excess of  
100 hours ( d i f f u s i o n  couple) . 
isothermal anneal  f o r  1 week 
Alloy # 
TABLE B -1 (cont . ) 
Alloy composition (at. %) 
A1 
-
Zr (Y) 
-
4.7 - 
5.4 7 
32.4 - 
33.2 - 
The 1150°C phase diagram reported by Taylor and Floyd (67 )  i s  shown as dashed 
l ines  in Figure B - 1 .  The differences between the measured y/y + R boundary and 
tha t  reported are greater than the niaxirnum -t- 1.0 at.%Al accuracy of the con- 
centration-measuri ng technique (Appendix A ) .  Taylor and Floyd a1 so indicated 
tha t  ra is ing the temperature resu l t s  in an increase in the A1 concentration of 
the y/y+ 6 phase boundary. Hence, the difference in the y/y+ f3 phase boundaries 
cannot be explained by reference to  the 50°C temperature d i f fe rent ia l .  A more 
accurate reassessnien t i s  necessary t o  cl a r i  fy the discrepancy between the 
observed and reported phase boundaries. 
APPENDIX C 
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS 
Introduction 
Diffusion phenorliena in ternary a1 loys may be s igni f icant ly  d i f fe rent  
from those observed in binary alloys.  In both al loys,  atoms diffuse down 
t h e i r  own chemical potential gradients,  b u t  whereas in the binary case the 
chemical potential gradient of a  component increases with increasing concen- 
t ra t ion  of that  component, no such generalization can be s tated fo r  the 
ternary case. As a  r e su l t ,  "uphill" diffusion, component diffusion up i t s  
own concentration gradient, o r  diffusion in a  two-phase region i s  possible 
in ternary a1 loys. 
In a  ternary system, four diffusion coeff ic ients  are required t o  describe 
the interdiffusion of atoms. The coeff ic ients  are of two types (64) :  d i r ec t  
diffusion coeff ic ients  which re la te  the flux of a  component t o  i t s  own con- 
centration gradient,  and cross-term diffusion coeff ic ients  which r e l a t e  the 
f lux of a component t o  the concentration gradients of the other components in 
the system. I t  can eas i ly  be shown tha t  two components a re  su f f i c i en t  t o  
analyt ical ly  describe ternary diffusion (63).  The appropriate diffusion 
equations relat ing concentrations, posit ions,  and time fo r  non-steady-state 
diffusion in a  single phase i s  Fick's second law. The appropriate ternary 
form i s :  
( C -  l a )  
( C-2a) 
where: C .  = concentration of e i ther  coniponent 1 or  colnponont 2 ( i  = 1,2) ,  
1 
t = time, 
Dll $ .  D22 = di rec t  diffusion coeff ic ients ,  
D129 D21 = indirect  diffusion coeff ic ients ,  
x = distance parameter. 
The terms containing Dl* and DZ1 are commonly referred to  as the cross terms. 
Fick's f i r s t  law re la tes  the flux of e i the r  component to  the concentration 
gradients of b o t h  components. The appropriate form for  Fick's f i r s t  law i s :  
where J1 and J 2  are the fluxes of component 1 and component 2 ,  respectively. 
The other symbols are as described previously. For the case of a moving 
boundary between a single-phase ( y )  and a two-phase ( y +  6) region, the 
appropriate niass balance a t  the interface i s :  
dE 
- C )  = - J ~  
135 fo r  component 1 
0 Y d5 Y ( C 2  - C2) = -J2,5 fo r  component 2 
where: 3 = velocity of the -y/y + 6 interface,  
J~ = flux of component i  evaluated a t  the interface as approached i , S  
from the y phase ( i  = 1,2) ,  
C? = concentration of component i  in the y + B region ( i  = 1 ,2 ) ,  
1 
CY = concentration of component i  a t  the interface as approached 
1 
from the y phase ( i  = 1 , 2 ) .  
A schematic of the  concentration/distance profi les  for  the case where a y +  6 
NiCrAl alloy i s  d i f f ~ s i o ~ i  bonded to a y-phase NiCr alloy i s  shown in Figure 
C1. 
The ef fec t  of the cross terms on the diffusion behavior of NiCrAl alloys 
can be estimated by a judicious selection of y/y + 6 diffusion couples. I t  was 
the in ten t  of t h i s  par t icular  investigation t o  estimate the e f f ec t  of the 
cross terms on the diffusion of A1 and to investigate the poss ib i l i ty  of using 
a single diffusion coeff ic ient  t o  describe the A1 transport .  Towards t h i s  
purpose extensive use was made of' diffusion couple measurements on s imilar  
y + 6 NiCrAl a1 loys by S .  R .  Levine of the Lewis Research Center ( 5 ) .  
Experimental Procedure 
Various y/y+ B diffusion couples were u t i l ized  to  investigate the d i f -  
fusion behavior of three y + 6  HiCrAl alloys.  The composition of the three 
y +  6 alloys corresponded to  the basic alloy compositions (minus Zr and Y )  
studied in the cyclic oxidation portion of t h i s  investigation. The y + f3 
alloys were cut ,  polished to  600 g r i t  with SiC paper, and placed adjacent to  
various NiCr y-phase a l l ~ y s  in a molybdenum (Mo) canis ter  (Figure C2). The 
canis ter  and contents were annealed a t  1200°C i n  an i n e r t  atmosphere f o r  
various times. The lower thermal expansion of the Mo canis te r  caused a com- 
pressive s t r e s s  t o  be placed on the couples resul t ing in diffusion bonding 
a t  the elevated temperature. Tile composition of the y + 6 NiCrA1 alloys and 
-I- the y-phase NiCr alloys are 1 is ted in Table C 1 .  
Diffusion of A1 from the A1 -rich y + 6 alloy in to  the NiCr al loy resulted 
i n  Bdissolution and the consequent growth of a y-phase layer in to  the original 
 he various y/y -I- (3 couples will hereafter be referred t o  by the short  
designation given i n  Table C 1 .  I n  t h i s  designation of i / j ,  i will r e fe r  to  
the y + B a1 loy or  "source" (high Al ) ,  and j will re fer  t o  the y-phase alloy 
or "sink" (low Al). 
Dist anccz 
Figure  C-I y/y+B Dif fus ion  Couples 
a .  N i C r A l  source  a l l o y  and two p o s s i b l e  N i C r  s i n k  
composi t ions,  b. schematic  A 1  concen t r a t ion  p r o f i l e  
and, c .  C r  concentrat i -on p r o f i l e  a f t e r  annea l ing  
the d i f f u s i o n  couple.  
Moly bc jenum Caniste 
Mo End 
Caps C a p s  
Figure C-2 Cross s e c t i o n a l  diagram of M o  c a n i s t e r  and d i f f u s i o n  couples 
used i n  determining t h e  approximate d i f f u s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  
TABLE C-I  
ALLOY COMPOSITIONS USED I N  Y/Y+B D I F F U S I O N  COUPLES 
---
A l l o y  D e s i g n a t i o n  
Source 
Sink 
* 
R e f e r e n c e  69. 
two-phase alloy. A typical microstructure a f t e r  a diffusion anneal i s  shown 
in Figure C-3. The diffusion couples were sectioned perpendicular t o  the 
original y/y + B interface so that  the y-layer w i d t h  could be measured. The 
couples were polished, etched, and the y-layer width was measured by optical 
microscopy. The width was observed to  increase a t  a parabolic rate  i n  agree- 
ment  with the previous study ( 9 ) .  The time dependence of the y-layer width 
fo r  both studies i s  shown in Figure C-4. The A1 and Cr concentrations were 
measured in the y phase a t  the y/y + B interface (cLl,  cZr in Figure C - 1 )  f o r  
the 1 / Y  and 2/Y couples by the technique described in Appendix A. The 1 imi ted 
data indicate tha t  the measured concentrations (cY cY ) are the concentra- Cr' A1 
t i o n s a t  the end of t i e  . l ines passing through the y + B  alloy compositions (see 
dotted 1 ine in Figure C-la). This behavior will be referred t o  as t i e - l ine  
diffusion. Some A1 0 precipi ta tes  appeared a t  the y /y+ 6 interface,  probably 2 3 
as a r e su l t  of oxygen remaining in the sealed Mo canis ter .  The appearance of 
the precipi ta te  seemed t o  have l i t t l e  e f f ec t  on the diffusion kinetics.  
Experimental Results and Discussion 
The approximately equal growth rates  of the y-phase layer in couples 2/W, 
2/X, 2/Y, and 2/Z ( 2 /  - couples) indicate the Cr concentration gradient had 
l i t t l e  e f f ec t  on the A1 diffusion; i . e . ,  D A I C r  i s  much l e s s  than D A I A l .  This 
can be understood by reference t o  Eqs. C-2a and C-3a where component 1 repre- 
sents A1 and component 2 represents Cr. In E q .  C-3a, the y /y+B interface 
!% 0 velocity ( d t )  i s  approximately the same fo r  the 2 1  - couples. CAl and cX1 
can be assumed constant for  the same source alloy (Figure C-la). Therefore, 
from Eq. C-3a, the A1 f lux J~ must be approximately equal fo r  each of A1 3 5  
the 2/  - couples. The A1 concentration gradient (dCAl /dx )  can also be assumed 
t o  be essent ia l ly  constant since the A1 concentration a t  the y /y+B interface 
Figure Cs3 Diffusion couple 2 / X  a f t e r  1 3 2  hour  anneal  
a t  1 2 0 0 ' ~ .  The o r i g i n a l  Y o +  /3 i n t e r f a c e  
p o s i t i o n  runs through the  da rk ,  c o l i n e a r  
oxide p r e c i p i t a t e s .  (150x1 
Figure  C - 4  B r ecess ion  f o r  t h e  y+B source a l l o y s  with various y 
s ink  a l l o y s .  Dashed l i n e s  i n d i c a t e  k values repor ted  
f o r  couples 1 / W ,  2/W, and 3/W i n  Reference 9 . Open 
symbols taken from Reference 9 .  
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Consideration of couples 2/X and 2/Z by s imilar  reasoning imp1 ies  the cross 
terms to  be e i the r  dominant or s ignif icant  with respect to  the diffusive flux 
of Cr. The data in TableC-2 show tha t  a t  a low A1 concentration, DCrAl and 
*P 
D ~ r ~ r  are  similar in magnitude. 
Small additions of Zr have only a s l igh t  e f f ec t  on the growth r a t e  of 
the y  layer (69 ) .  Figure C-4 i l l u s t r a t e s  the s l igh t ly  la rger  y-layer growth 
rate  of couple 4/Y over the couple 4-Zr/Y (where the source alloy contains 
approximately 0.16 a t .  %Zr) . Both couples have approximately the same y-1 ayer 
growth rates  as the  coup1 es wi t h  simi 1 a r  source a1 1 oys 1 / Y ,  1/W, and the 2/ - 
couples. Significant in the 4/ - couples i s  the Kirkendall-type porosity in 
the y  layer. Two points can be noted in regard to  the porosity. F i r s t ,  
there i s  roughly twice the amount of porosity in the y layer in the 4/Y 
couple where no Zr i s  present. Second, the location of the porosity i s  
always on the  y  + B side of the original y ly  + 6 interface.  Micrographs i l l u s -  
t ra t ing  these two points are shown in Figure C-5. 
I t  may be inferred tha t  the i n t r i n s i c  d i f fus iv i ty  of A1 i s  greater  than 
the i n t r i n s i c  d i f fus iv i t i e s  of l\li or Cr in y +  B NiCrAl alloys.  Interdiffusion 
of Ni, Cr, and A1 occurs by the vacancy mechanism. In the four y + B  alloys 
studied, A1 diffuses from the high-A1 y + B  source alloy into the BliCr sink 
alloys while the Ni and Cr diffusion i s  in the opposite direction (Figures 
C-lb and C-lc). The appearance of the porosity in the y +  f3 side of the dif-  
fusion couple indicates a very rapid diffusion of A1 to  the NiCr dlloy re- 
sul t ing in a non-equilibrium concentration of vacancies on the y + B  side.  
I t  i s  possible tha t  the porosity i s  a resu l t  of vacancy coalescence in to  
larger  pores. This suggestion i s  supported by the fac t '  t ha t  the i n t r i n s i c  
d i f fus iv i ty  of A1 i s  greater than the i n t r i n s i c  d i f fus iv i ty  of !di in Ni sol id  
solution binary alloys (70,71). 
Figure C - 5  Diffusion couples 4/Y $a. ) and 4-Zr/Y (b-  1 a f t e r  a 
96 hour anneal a t  1200 C. Couple 4/Y contains 
approximately twice the  porosi ty  of couple 4-Zr/Y. 
The o r ig ina l  y/y-t-f3 in te r face  i s  f a i n t l y  observable 
i n  the l e f t  ha l f  of each micrograph, ( 2 0 0 ~ )  
The lower f rac t ion  of porosity in the Zr-containing a l loy  can a l so  be 
explai  nod by reference t o  a non-equi 1 i br ium concentration of vacancies in  the 
y + B s ide  of  the  di f fus ion couple. Zr atoms are r e l a t i ve ly  large  and would 
introduce compressive s t r e s se s  about t he  Zr atoms i n  the  Ni s o l i d  solut ion 
matrix. Formation of Zr-vacancy complexes could reduce the  s t r e s s  about each 
Zr atom. Hence, t h e  formation of Zr-vacancy complexes would reduce t he  over- 
abundance of f ree  vacancies, thus reducing the  porosity i n  the  Zr-containing 
couple. 
Discussion of Analysis 
I t  was decided t o  employ a binary analysis  t o  determine a s i ng l e  d i f fus ion  
coef f ic ien t  approximating DAIA1.  This decision was based on the  previous 
observation t h a t  the  A1 dif fus ion was most s t rongly influenced by the  A1 con- 
centra t ion gradient .  An analyt ical  solut ion was derived t o  describe the  d i f -  
fusion of A1 and t h e  resu l t ing  parabolic growth of t he  y l ayer  i n  y/y+ 
diffus ion coup1 es. Five assumptions were necessary f o r  t h i s  analysis  : 
1. The diffusion coe f f i c i en t s  were concentration independent. 
2. The y/y + $ in te r face  was planar.  
3. No dif fus ion occurred i n  the  y + f3 region. 
4. The pa r t i a l  molar volume of A1 was independent of concentration and 
phase. 
5. The driving force  fo r  diffusion of A1 was so le ly  due t o  the A1 concen- 
t r a t i o n  gradient ;  i  .e., cross-term e f f e c t s  were considered negl i.gible. 
The analyt ical  solution (72)  cons i s t s  of an equation describing the  A1 
concentration i n  the  y l ayer  and or iginal  NiCr a l l oy  as: 
V 
where: CAI (x) = A1 concentration measured from the original y/y + p interface,  
rl = parameter specif ic  t o  each y + 8 a1 loy defined below, 
D = diffusion coeff ic ient  which approximates DAIA1. 
The y-phase layer width i s  described by 
where 5 i s  the y-phase layer width. The rl parameter. is  determined from a 
mass balance equation a t  the y /y+B interface:  
where a1 1 symbols a re  as previously defined. Eq.  C-6 can be numerically 
solved f o r  the T-I parameter for  each of the y + 8 alloys.  From Eq. C-5 and the 
data i n  Figure C-4, the diffusion coeff ic ient  D may be determined. The 
parameter and diffusion coeff ic ients  are l i s t e d  in Table C-3. 
The assumptions made to  f a c i l i t a t e  a binary analysis were considered 
acceptable fo r  approximating the diffusion coeff ic ient .  The y/y + 8 in ter face  
was observed to  thicken macroscopically as a planar interface,  even though i t  
was obviously not planar on the microscopic scale of the individual 8-phase 
part ic les .  No concentration gradients were measurable in the y + 8 region nor 
was there a detectable decrease i n  the volume fract ion of the B phase near 
the y /y+ f3 interface,  both observations indicating insignif icant  diffusion 
i n  t k c  y + f3 region. The e f fec t  of a variable par t ia l  molar volume of A1 on 
the diffusion coeff ic ient  should be small and within the accuracy of the other 
measurements. The va l id i ty  of ignoring the cross-term e f fec t s  on the A1 d i f -  
fusion has previously been discussed. No general statement can be made con- 
cerni ng the concentration dependence of the diffusion coeff ic ient .  I t  can be 
observed that  fo r  the three d i f fe rent  a l loys examined, the measured diffusion 
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coeff icients  vary by less  than a factor  of three,  not a very large difference 
with regard to  diffusion coeff ic ients ,  suggesting l i t t l e  concentration depend- 
ence over the range of concentrations examined. 
I t  i s  somewhat informative to  compare the measured diffusion coeff ic ients  
with the interdiffusion coeff ic ients ,  fl, in the Ni sol id solution regions of 
the Ni-A1 and Ni-Cr binary systems. The measured diffusion coeff ic ients  were 
in the range of bNi-AI in the IJi-A1 system shown in Table C-4. This observa- 
tion implies (64)  that  the chemical potential of A1 in NiCrA1 alloys i s  
principal ly  a function of A1 concentration and v i r tua l ly  independent of Cr 
concentration. This suggestion i s  consistent with the previous observation 
tha t  DAICris s ignif icant ly l e s s  than D A I A l .  Further support of the weak Cr- 
concentration influence i s  t ha t  the phase boundary between the y and the y + 6 
regions on the NiCrAl ph3se diagram 1 ies  almost parallel  to  the NiCr s ide ,  
indicating a weak dependwce of the chemical potential of A1 on the Cr concen- 
t ra t ion  ( 6 4 ) .  
The exact diffusion coeff ic ient  used in the computer model developed and 
used in t h i s  report i s  shown in Table C-5. The diffusion coeff ic ients  used 
for  the Ni-17Cr-28A1-0.18Zr and the Ni -14Cr-25A1-0.12Y a1 1 oys were s l igh t ly  
less  than the diffusion coeff ic ients  measured on the equivalent alloy not 
containing Zr or  Y .  Jus t i f ica t ion  fo r  t h i s  s l i g h t  decrease wzs suggested 
previously in the section discussing the e f f ec t  of Zr on the diffusion of Al. 
TABLE C-4 
COMPARISON O F  N i - A l  AND N i - C r  I N T E R D I F F U S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  AT 1 2 0 0 ~ ~  
- 
Reference 
This Study 
TABLE C-5 
D I F F U S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  USED I N  THE NUMERICAL MODEL 
Alloy 
APPENDIX D 
THE NUMERICAL MODEL 
A numerical model u t i l  izing f i n i  te-di fference techniques was developed 
to simulate the A1 diffu:;ion during the cyclic oxidation of y +  B NiCrAl alloys.  
Finite-difference techniques have been well established as an ef fec t ive  tool 
in modeling complex diffusion behavior in both binary and ternary a1 1 oys. 
The nunieri cal model developed in t h i s  study incorporates the complex boundary 
conditions a t  both the oxide/metal interface and the y/y + B interface observed 
to  occur during the cycl i c  oxidation of y + 6 NiCrAl a1 loys. 
Seven assumptions were made in the development of the numerical model. 
They were: 
1. The diffusion coeff ic ients  were concentration independent. 
2. The y/y + 6 interface was planar. 
3. The oxi de/y-1 ay~2r interface was pl anar. 
4. The part ia l  moldr volume of A1 was independent of concentration and 
phase. 
5. The sample heat-up and cool-down times f o r  each cycle were rapid; 
i .e. , diffusion only occurred a t  1200°C. 
6. Only A1203 was formed. 
7 ,  The driving force fo r  diffusion of A1 was solely due to  the A1 
concentrati on gradient. 
The val idi ty  of each assumption i s  discussed in the numerical modeling section 
of th i s  report .  
The select ive oxidation of A1 in y + 6 NiCrAl a1 loys resu l t s  in the growth 
of a y layer  in the near-surface region. A solution of Fick's second law 
yields the A1 concentration/distance prof i les  in t h i s  layer.  A unique solution 
t o  Fick's  second 1  aw requi res knowledge of the boundary conditions a t  the  
oxidely-layer in te r face  and a t  the yly  -1- B in te r face .  A mass balance a t  each 
in te r face  y ie lds  t h e i r  posit ion and veloci ty .  The f in i t e -d i f fe rence  equivalent  
o f  Fick's  second law, the  mass balance a t  the oxidely-layer in te r face ,  and the  
mass balance a t  the  yly + 8 in te r face  are shown in  Table D-1. 
The f i n i  te-difference technique requires  def in i t ion  of a  g r id  of points 
across the  y  layer .  The gr id  points a re  equally spaced across t he  l aye r ,  each 
point being associated w i t h  a  spec i f i c  A1 concentration. Six t o  e igh t  gr id  
points were used in  the  present study. A l i nea r  concentration p ro f i l e  across 
a y  l ayer  of 0 .1 -  1.0 urn width was assigned a s  an i n i t i a l  s t a r t i n g  condition. 
The i n i t i a l  concentration p ro f i l e  and y-layer width were chosen so a s  t o  have 
negl ig i  ble e f f e c t  on t h e  f ina l  sol ut ion.  An i n i t i a l  concentration p ro f i l e  f o r  
s i x  gr id  points i s  shown in  Figure D-1 .  The gr id  spacing, A x ,  i s  determined by 
dividing the y-layer width (cl - c2)  by n ,  the number of grid spacings desired.  
In te r fac ia l  A1 concentrat ions,  C1 and C n + l  ( a t  the  oxidely-layer i n t e r f ace  and 
y/y + f3 i n t e r f ace )  were assigned as  the  boundary condit ions.  
The basic operation of the  model i s  a  sequential i t e r a t i o n  of t he  f i n i t e -  
d i f ference calcula t ions  fo r  successive increments of time. The equations were 
therefore  incorporated i n to  a  computer program t o  faci  1  i  t a t e  the  r epe t i t i ve  
calcula t ions .  Three fundamental ca lcu la t ions  were performed in model ing t he  
A1 dif fus ion during the  cyc l ic  oxidation of NiCrAl a l loys .  The f i r s t  ca lcula-  
tior) ciuring t he  i  ' t h  i t e r a t i o n  can be divided i n to  two s teps .  F i r s t ,  the. A1 
concentration a t  t h e  oxide/y-layer in te r face  ( C  ) and the  A1 concentration a t  1 
the  y/y + in te r face  ( C n + l )  were assigned f o r  the  pa r t i cu l a r  oxidation time 
i t .  Second, the f in i t e -d i f fe rence  form of Fick 's  second law operated on 
each concentrat ion/grid point in  the  y  l ayer ,  excluding the  two in te r face  
concentrations previously assigned. The f i r s t  fundamental ca lcula t ion 
TABLE D - 1  
EQUATIONS USED I N  NUFIERICAL MOOEL 
P a r t i a l  D i f f e r e n t i a l  Ec.uation 
a. F i c k ' s  Second Law 
b. Mass Balance a t  y/y+B I n t e r f a c e  
F i n i t e  Difference Equivalent  
c. Mass Balance a t  t h e  oxide/y l a y e r  I n t e r f a c e  
d .  Murray-Landis Transformation 
none 
* 
C '  r e f e r s  t o  t h e  conc:entration a t  t h e  j t h  g r i d  p o i n t  a t  t ime t + b t  j 
* * 
C" r e f e r s  t o  t h e  concen t ra t ion  a t  t h e  j t h  g r i d  p o i n t  a t  t ime t a f t e r  j  
t h e  M-L s h i f t .  
grid no. 
Distance %I 
Figure D-I I n i t i a l  Concentration P r o f i l e  
for  6 Grid Points  
II - C1, C a t  time = 0 6 
= 0.1 - l.Opm 
5, = 0.0 
Ax = tS - 5 1/11 = 0.021.lm 1 2 
Co = bulk composition of  a l l o y  
assigning the  in te r face  concentrations and operating on each gr id  point a t  
time i A t  i s  shown schematically in  Figure D-2a. 
'The second calcula t ion during the  same i t e r a t i o n ,  i A t ,  can a l s o  be 
divided in to  two par ts .  F i r s t ,  the  f lux  of A1 from the  y + B  region i n to  the  
y l aye r  ( J ~ )  i s  calculated and the  y/y + 6 in te r face  posit ion ( E l )  i s  increased 
accordingly. Second, the  f l ux  of A1 passing from the  y l ayer  t o  the  oxide 
( J2)  i s  calculated and the oxide/-y-layer in te r face  posit ion ( C 2 )  i s  increased 
accordingly. The second fundamental ca lcula t ion i s  schematically shown in 
Figure D-2b. 
The t h i r d  calcula t ion determines the  new gr id  posit ion based on the  
increased y-layer width and ad jus t s  the  concentrat ions from the  old t o  the 
new grid posit ions.  This s h i f t  i s  sometimes referred t o  in the  l i t e r a t u r e  as  
the  Murray-Landis (11-L) transformation ( 7 4 ) .  The t h i rd  fundamental calcula-  
t ion i s  schematically shown in  Figure D-2c. The f in i t e -d i f fe rence  form of 
the M-L transformation i s  l i s t e d  i n  Table D-1. Following each i t e r a t i o n ,  the  
time i s  incremented t o  ( i+l)  A t ,  t h e  A1 concentration a t  both in te r faces  
(C1  and C n + l )  a r e  r eca l c~ l l a t ed ,  and the three  fundamental ca lcu la t ions  are  
repeated. 
The t o t a l  weight of A1 consumed in the  oxidation reaction can be deter-  
mined from the f lux of A1 enter ing t he  oxide a t  t he  oxide/y-layer in te r face .  
The A1 consumed during each i t e r a t i o n  can be estimated as  the  product of the  
f lux  ( J 2 )  and t he  time interval  ( ~ t ) .  The t o t a l  weight of A1 consumed a t  a 
spec i f i c  time i s  simply the  sum of the  weights of A1 consumed during each 
i t e r a t i o n  up t o  the  specif ied time. A conversion of the  u n i t s  of t h e  weight 
of A1 consumed from tha t  involving atomic percent t o  the  more appropriate 
un i t s  of milligranls required the  densi ty  of the  y + B  al loys .  A simple rule  
o f  mixtures of the  density of each pure metal weighted by the  atomic f rac t ion  
Figure  D-2a Main I t e r a t i o n  Scheme 
Operat ion of F i c k ' s  Second Law f o r  t h e  i t h  i t e r a t i o n  
c a t  t ime i A t  A -  C1t 
A -  C .  concen t r a t ion  a t  g r i d  j a f t e r  c a l c u l a t i o n  of 
J 
F i c k ' s  Second Law 
Figure  D-2b Main I t e r a t i o n  Scheme 
I n t e r f a c e  Motion 
Ag, = J , A ~ /  (c0 - c6) 
A<, = v J A t  
A 1  2 
5, = 6, A t 1  
= + A52 
F i g u r e  D-2c Main ~ t e r a t i o n  Scheme 
New G r i d  P o s i t i o n  and  C o n c e n t r a t i o n  C o r r e c t i o n  
Ax = (5, - S,)/n 
- c o n c e n t r a t i o n / g r i d  p o i n t  b e f o r e  M-L s h i f t  
A - c o n c e n t r a t i o n / g r i d  p o i n t  a f t e r  M-L s h i f t  
of each component in the alloy was used to  estimate the density. Measured and 
estimated densit ies fo r  some y and y + 13 alloys a re  l i s t e d  in Table D-2. 
Recession of the metal surface a t  the oxide/metal interface i s  dependent 
on the par t ia l  molar volslme of A1 in the y phase (see Table D-lc). The par- 
t i a l  molar volume of A1 i s  a concentration-dependent variable. To determine 
the motion of the oxide/metal interface,  the par t ia l  molar volume of Al (vAl) 
was estimated from the l a t t i c e  parameter data f o r  a Ni-20Cr-5A1 al loy ( 6 7 ) .  -t 
3 The determined value of 7.1 cm /mole can be compared with the molar volumes of 
3 3 3 pure Ni , Cr, and A1 of 6.6 cm /mole, 7.2 cm /mole, and 10.0 cm /mole, respec- 
t ively.  The part ia l  molar vol ume was converted from units of cmJ/mole to  
units of inverse atomic percent to  be compatible with tile concentrati-on units 
in the computer program. The calculation t o  determine the par t ia l  molar volume 
of A1 i s  shown in the following section. 
The part ia l  molar volume of A1 determined for  a Ni-20Cr-5A1 al loy was 
taken as an average value for  the y layer. Accounting for  the motion of the 
oxidelmetal interface re.;ults in an increase in the width of the y layer  
(measured from the original metal surface) and a corresponding increase in 
the weight of A1 consumed. The y layer  increased only 6 - 12 percent in the 
four a1 loys studied when the oxidelmetal interface motion was taken into 
account. For a specif ic  alloy composi t ion,  increasing or decreasing the value 
of vA1 by 50% (more than spanning the range of the pure element molar volumes) 
resulted in less  than a 5% change i n  the y-1 ayer width. Hence, using an , 
average value for  the par t ia l  molar volume of A1 in the y layer was considered 
as an acceptable approximation in the present modeling study. 
The validity of the f in i  te-difference technique was verif ied by comparison 
?(wt. % )  
TABLE D-2 
. IZASURED AND ESTIMATED D E N S I T I E S  OF SELECT N i C r A l  ALLOY 
-
A l l o y  Measured Density- Estimated Density 
( a t .  %) 
-- - (sms/cc) (g.-/cc) 
w i t h  a  c l  osed-form a n a l y t i c a l  s o l u t i o n .  D e r i v a t i o n  o f  a  c losed- form s o l u t i o n  
requi  r e d  the  same assumptions p r e v i o u s l y  g iven fo r .  t h e  f i n i  t e - d i f f e r e n c e  so1 u- 
t ion,' The general form of t he  a n a l y t i c a l  s o l u t i o n  i s  g iven i n  Reference 72. 
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  the closed-form s o l ~ t t i o n  a l s o  r e q u i r e d  the  assumption o f  a t ime- 
dependent concent ra t ion  a t  t h e  oxide/metal i n t e r f a c e  and a t  t h e  y/y+ f3 i n t e r -  
face. As the  number of g r i d s  used i n  t h e  f i n i t e - d i f f e r e n c e  s o l u t i o n  was 
increased, the so l  u t i o n  "converged" t o  t h e  cl osed-form so l  u t i o n .  The re1 a t i  ve 
d i f f e r e n c e  between the  p red i c ted  i n t e r f a c e  p o s i t i o n  and t h e  p r e d i c t e d  weight  
o f  metal  consumed, f o r -  both s o l u t i o n s ,  decreased as t h e  number of g r i d  p o i n t s  
used i n  the numerical  s o l u t i o n  was increased (F igu re  D-3). For  t h e  case o f  
f o u r  o r  more g r i d  po in t s ,  t h e  r e l a t i v e  d i f ference between t h e  c losed- form and 
f i n i  t e - d i  f f e rence  so l  u t i1 )ns  was l e s s  than 1%. 
The computation t i m ?  f o r  t h e  numerical  s o l u t i o n  increased as t h e  number 
o f  g r i d  p o i n t s  i n  the  y l a y e r  was increased. The t ime i n t e r v a l  f o r  each 
i t e r a t i o n  ( A t )  decreased as t h e  number o f  g r i d  p o i n t s  was increased, w h i l e  
t he  number o f  c a l c u l a t i  oils d u r i n g  each i t e r a t i o n  a l s o  increased. The number 
o f  necessary i t e r a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  i n d i c a t e d  number o f  g r i d  p o i n t s  i s  shown i n  
parentheses i n  t h e  lower p l o t  i n  F igu re  D-3. S i x  t o  e i g h t  g r i d  p o i n t s  were 
chosen as a  balance between t h e  necessary computat ion t ime and an acceptable 
e r r o r  i n  t h e  f i  n i  t e - d i  f f e rence  model. 
C lose ly  associated w i t h  a proper  choice ~f t h e  number o f  g r i d  p o i n t s  i s  
an spp rop r ia te  choice o f  t h e  t ime i n t e r v a l  ( A t )  d u r i n g  each i t e r a t i o n .  The 
conservat ive c o n d i t i o n  
was used f o r  most o f  t h e  modeling o f  t h e  f o u r  a l l o y s  i n  t h i s  study. Doubl ing 
the t ime i n t e r v a l  r e s u l t e d  i n  l e s s  than a  1% r e l a t i v e  d i f f e r e n c e  between 
Conditions 
t = 500hrs 
C, =I4 ~t.% At W,,, = 10.8 mg/cm2 
( 4  8 744) (25)448) 
2 0  56 12 8 4 0 
n-Number of Grids  
Figure D - 3  Convergence of  t h e  numerical model t o  t h e  a n a l y t i c a l  s o l u t i o n .  
Number i n  parentheses  i s  t h e  number of i t e r a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  
numerical s o l u t i o n .  
solut ions ,  whereas t r i p1  ing t he  time interval  produced no solut ion ( s imi l a r  
to  the  case of one grid point in  the  upper p lo t  in Figure D-3). 
A complete 1 i s t i n g  of the  computer program incorporating the  f i n i t e -  
d i f ference solution i s  included a t  t he  end of t h i s  appendix. 
Par t ia l  Molar - Vol unle of A1 
The par t i a l  molar volume of  A1 a t  the concentration Ni-2i)Cr-5Al ( w t . % )  
was estimated by using a second-order Taylor s e r i e s  expansion. The pa r t i a l  
molar volume of  A1 a t  t h e  concent:ration Ni-20Cr-5A1 i s  determined by projecting 
a plane tangent t o  the  three-dimensional volume surface a t  t he  concentration 
Ni-20Cr-5A1, The in te r sec t ion  of t he  tangent p lant  with the  pure A1 axis  i s  
the p a r t i a l  molar v o l u ~  of A1 at; the  concentration Ni-20Cr-5A1. The appro- 
p r i a t e  form of t he  Taylor s e r i e s  expansion i s :  
- 
where : 
' ~ l  = in te r sec t ion  of the tangent plane w i t h  the  pure A1 ax i s ;  
t h i s  value i s  the  pa r t i a l  molar volume of A1 a t  the concentra- 
t i  on Ni -20Cr-5A1. 
\I = molar volume of a Pli-20Cr-5A1 a l loy .  
- -  " - change in the molar volume with changing Cr concentration 
AC r  
evaluated a t  the  concentration Ni-20Cr-5A1. 
- - change i n  the  molar volume w i t h  changing H i  concentration . 
ANi 
evaluated a t  the  concentration Ni-20Cr-5A1. 
The volume changes were estimated from the  l a t t i c e  parameter data  of Reference 
67. The par t i a l  molar volume of A1 was i n i t i a l l y  determined i n  un i t s  of 
" 3 3 ( A )  / u n i t  ce l l  a n d  was converted t o  cm /mole by reference t o  t he  f a c t  of four  
atoms per u n i t  ce l l  in the  face-centered cubic l a t t i c e  s t ruc tu r e  and Avogadro's 
number of atoms in a mole of metal. 
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I F (TPMEe  EQe 3 6 0 0 0 3 )  f HEN 
C C W + ~ ) = O ~ Q ~ O O * ( T I Y E ~ ~ B O Q ) * * O ~ ~ + ~ ~ ~ ~  
END XF 
f: * * * * * * * *a  M A X  ITERATION C H E C K  s*aaa**aaa*a++**n*a.~+****4*** L 
EF(%eEBeZQOQBO) THEN 
Y R f  T E ( 6 8 1 0 0 )  
1 0 0  FORMAT( IXuDMWX # OF l f E R A f X O N S  EXCEEDED') 
V HE 'T fME t3683  
~RINT .*~TINEUOELTIXI I  
sa OP 
END f f  
1=191 
en*+****  I F  TIYE EQUALS o x f % ~ ~ ( ~ ]  ++**s**na*****ac*******a* 
5 ******a* PRINT RESULTS AND STOP a********** 
I. 
E F C T X R E . G T ~ ~ O X T I M E ~ K ~ ~ O X 4 I ) " 1 E ( K ) / 2 O O ~ l  THEN 
D I S T t 4  )=XI2 
Wlrl=MGAk 
?PMEH=?IMEf3600 
W R I T E ( 6 r 1 9 5 )  TXMEH 
i 7 5  F O R M A T ( B / r 5 X r ' O X I D A T I O N  T I M E  (HOURS) = @ ~ F 7 ~ 1 )  
W R 1 T E ( 6 ~ 2 5 0 )  
2 5 0  F O R M A T ~ P / / r 5 X ~ ' C O N t E N ~ R A T I O ~  PROFILE  F O R  GtMMA P H A S E a r  
/ ? / r ~ X u 8 D I S T A N C E  (CM) ~ ? O X B @ A L  (AT%) r / / )  
'DO 9 0  J = Z r h + l  
9 0  D I S T ( J ) = ( J - 1  )*DELX+X%2 
DO 9 5  J = l r N + ?  
9 WRIPE(6 r3CO)  B I S P  ( J ) r C ( J )  
308 F O R f l A T ( 8 X r F 9 . 5 r l Z X ~ F 6 e 3 )  
U R I T E ( 6 s 4 Q C )  dM $00 FORf lAT(1 HOrSXu'**  WM - AB LOSS FROM SAMPLE (MGBtH*CM) ='I 
qWRITE66F::6?'X11 
3 5 0  FORMAT(! HGr 5x1' XX1 P O S I T I O N  6CA) ss r E l  l o 5 3  
WRITE(  r 3 7 5 )  X g f  
375 F o R M A T ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ X ~  X I 2  P O S I T I O N  (CH I  = ' r E l l . S )  
W R I T E ( B r 4 5 0 )  NGFLUX 
4 5 0  fORMAT(1HOrSX:VLUX AT X I 2  <OXIDE/CAMMA PHASE INTERFACE <PlG 
1 CM* M*SEC) = aE9.3rBBB)  
PRIN! *,I 
fF(KeGEeNUB3 STOP 
K=K+ I  
GO TO 50 
ELSE 
GO TO 5 0  
END % P  
END 
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SOLUTE TRANSPORT DURING THE CYCLIC OXIDATION OF Ni-Cr- 
A1 ALLOYS 
Space Administration 
The A1 transport during the cyclic oxidation of y + 0 NiCrAl alloys has been studied. The concentra- 
tion/distance profiles of all three components, in different alloys and after various oxidation exposures, 
were measured. It was observed that cyclic oxidation results in a decreasing A1 concentration at  the 
oxide/metal interface, non-parabolic groNh of the near-surface y layer, and diffusion path translation, 
In addition, i t  was observed that breakaway oxidation occurs when the A1 concentration at  the oxide/ 
metal interface approaches zero. A numerical model was developed to slmulate the diffusional trans- 
port of A1 during the cyclic oxidation of y + 0 NiCrAl alloys. The numerical model was able to predict 
accurately the A1 concentration profiles, the width of the y layer, and the weight of A1 consumed. Fur- 
thermore, the numerical model was shown to predict correctly the onset of breakaway oxidation in the 
highest Al-containing alloy before that in other alloys. 
Ni- Cr- A1 alloys; A1 diffusion; Cyclic oxidation; 
STAR Category 17 Oxide spalling; Breakaway oxidation 
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